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Workshop Acknowledgements 
In recognition of the deep history and culture of this island, we acknowledge the palawa people as the 
traditional and original owners and ongoing custodians of land and sea country of lutrawita/Tasmania and 
pay respects to their elders past and present 

 

The Abalone Futures Workshop was planned to address a range of emerging issues in the Tasmanian 
Abalone fishery which is the world’s largest wild fishery. Abalone are an important species for 
Aboriginal cultural fishers, for recreational fishers and for commercial fishers. Over recent years, 
climate change, particularly in Tasmania’s fast warming east coast has significantly impacted abalone 
habitat and health. It is therefore timely to review current management approaches, including the 
research needed to develop a new abalone harvest strategy. 

The Workshop was conceived in 2019 but was delayed for nearly two years due to the global Covid-
19 pandemic. Even during the lead up to this event there were still numerous Covid related issues to 
address. The workshop committee comprised Ian Dutton, Grant Pullen and Matt Bradshaw from the 
Marine Resources Business Unit of Department of Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania 
(NRE Tas). The Committee would like to thank Ms Vicki Wilshaw, the workshop organiser, who 
worked hand-in-hand with staff at the Launceston Casino to ensure the workshop met Covid-19 
protocols and so ensure the safety of staff and participants. Ms Wilshaw also completed all workshop 
follow up activities and worked closely with Ms Sally Williams to finalise and publish this report. 

The Workshop Committee would particularly like to thank Dr Kelsey Richardson, assisted by Ian 
Cartwright for their tireless efforts to record the workshop discussions and collate this report. 
Because of the highly interactive nature of the workshop design, this was a particularly challenging 
task – lots of written notes to summarise and interpret, but, as usual, this was done with great 
attention to detail.  Reports and summaries of speaker presentation were checked with all presenters 
and breakout facilitators.  

The Committee would also like to acknowledge the exceptional presentation provided by Dr 
Cameron Fletcher from CSIRO on the draft Centrostephanus Response Strategy which was shared 
during the workshop. While not formally part of these proceedings, the presentation formed a key 
input to understanding of threats to abalone habitat. The Centrostephanus Response Strategy will be 
published separately later in 2022. 

Finally, the Committee would like to acknowledge the tremendous participation in the workshop by 
commercial abalone quota owners, processors, divers, by scientists and educators, by Aboriginal and 
community organisation representatives and by Departmental staff. This was the first such gathering 
of the diverse stakeholders in Tasmania’s abalone fishery and, as such provided, valuable insights into 
the diversity of values associated with abalone. 

 
 
Dr Ian Dutton 
General Manager Marine Resources 
NRE Tas 
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List of Abbreviations 
AABA Australian Abalone Growers Association 

AbFAC Abalone Fisheries Advisory Council 

AFMA Australian Fisheries Management Authority 

AIRF Abalone Industry Reinvestment Fund 

AVG Abalone Viral Ganglioneuritis 

BMSY Biomass Maximum Sustainable Yield 

CPUE Catch per unit effort 

CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation 

DSG Department of State Growth 

ESD Ecologically Sustainable Development 

FAC Fishery Advisory Council 

FIS Fishery Independent Survey 

FRAG Fisheries Resource Advisory Group 

FRDC Fisheries Research and Development Corporation 

GBD General Biosecurity Duty 

GVP Gross Value Product 

IMAS Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies 

ITQ Individual Transferable Quota 

KOLs Key Opinion Leaders 

KPI Key Performance Indicators 

LML Legal Minimum Length 

LMRMA Living Marine Resources Management Act 1995 

LRP Limit Reference Point 

MCDA Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis 

MEY Maximum Economic Yield 

MHA Member of the Tasmanian House of Assembly 

MSC Marine Stewardship Council 

MSE Maximum Sustainable Effort 

MSY Maximum Sustainable Yield 

NRE Tas Department of Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania 

PGY Pretty Good Yield 

RecFAC Recreational Fisheries Advisory Council 
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ROI Return on Investment 

SPR Spawning Potential Ratio 

SST Sea Surface Temperatures 

TAC Total Allowable Catch 

TACC Total Allowable Commercial Catch 

TACL Tasmania Abalone Council Ltd 

TARC Total Allowable Recreational Catch 

TARFish Tasmanian Association for Recreational Fishing  

TCDA Tasmania Commercial Divers Association 

TEFLAS Tasmanian Export Freight Logistics Advisory Service 

UTAS University of Tasmania 
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Executive Summary 
The Abalone Futures Workshop was hosted by the Department of Natural Resources and 
Environment Tasmania (NRE Tas)’s Wild Fisheries and Management Branch at the Country Club 
Casino in Launceston, Tasmania, from 12 – 13 April 2022. The Workshop brought together a 
diversity of stakeholders in Tasmania’ abalone fishery, including representatives from the Aboriginal 
cultural, commercial and recreational fisheries sectors, as well as researchers and fisheries managers.  

The workshop aimed to: 

1) ensure a common understanding around the history, current status and likely trajectory of 
Tasmanian abalone stocks and fishery behaviour under current and potential future market, 
management, access and climate regimes;  

2) identify near term (1-3 years) actions that can be taken by research, industry and government 
agencies to avoid recruitment overfishing via an update of the current harvest strategy and reform 
of fisheries governance;  

3) identify medium to long term (3+ years) actions that can be taken by research, industry, and 
government agencies to promote the recovery of abalone stocks and a greater understanding of 
shared stewardship among stakeholders in management processes; and 

4) identify and prioritize innovations and investments in abalone research, harvesting and management 
necessary to underpin the long-term sustainability of Tasmanian abalone.  

Abalone are long-lived (~30 to 50 years), slow-growing and slow-moving. Tasmania’s blacklip and 
greenlip abalone are most productive in Tasmania’s southwest coast. Abalone reproduction and 
recruitment are highly variable in time and space. Abalone stocks are comprised of collections of 
functionally independent populations, that can be thought of as lots of little swimming pools along the 
coast with stock in each pool and very little to almost no interchange between the pools. The nature 
of these abalone “meta-populations” can sometimes lead to false estimates around population 
hyperstability. This can make estimating stock biomass especially challenging. These population 
dynamic challenges are often referred to as the “tyranny of scale”.    

Tasmania’s abalone stocks have declined markedly over the past decade due to insufficiently 
conservative management, localised overharvesting by commercial and recreational fishers, poor or 
variable recruitment in some areas, and impacts from climate change including increasing frequency 
of warm water and storm events, and habitat loss from the invasive long-spined sea urchin, 
Centrostephanus rodgersii. This has resulted in a series of cuts in commercial fisheries quota and 
prompted a controversial review of recreational abalone fishery limits.  

Due to the highly localised nature of the abalone fishery, and challenges around the tyranny of scale 
that are exacerbated by climate change impacts, management interventions need to be increasingly 
conservative and to act sooner under a precautionary approach. Abalone size limits are critical to 
prevent localised depletion. TACs should be informed by a well-developed harvest strategy, including 
data from fisheries independent surveys as well as fishery dependent data. Reseeding and 
translocation efforts can additionally help with abalone stock enhancement. Considerations around 
climate change impacts need to be integrated into management decisions, including continued work 
to prevent and mitigate impacts from Centrostephanus and to restore abalone habitats. 
Communication, inclusion, participation, access and allocation between the different fisheries sectors 
also need to be improved.  
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Fisheries management targets for MSY and MEY will change depending upon the objectives of the 
fisheries sector. MSY and MEY are typically lowest for the commercial sector and progressively higher 
for the recreational, Aboriginal and dive tourism sectors. The Aboriginal cultural fishery 
representatives at the workshop shared their 40,000+ year history of abalone management in 
Tasmania, and opportunities for leadership from the emerging fisheries sector, including in supporting 
future generations of Aboriginal fishers and youth in continuing to develop their cultural identities 
with the abalone resource. Aboriginal representatives highlighted the chance to flip some of the 
traditional narratives around abalone management as a commercial resource to ones built around 
generosity, community, and long-term stewardship. Commercial fishery and industry representatives 
discussed the continuing need for improved size limits and TACs, including for the recreational 
sector, as well as the importance of prevention and mitigation of impacts from climate change and 
Centrostephanus to support the recovery and long-term sustainability of abalone stocks. Industry 
representatives also highlighted the need for value-adding, including the recommendation to sell 
abalone by the gram and not the kilogram. Quota holders underlined the importance of the Deed in 
informing continued abalone management. Recreational fishing representatives discussed the 
importance of acknowledgement and inclusion of the recreational sector in management decisions 
and processes, including the need for improved education and awareness raising among the sector, 
noting that the messenger is often as important as the message.  

Researcher scientists discussed the profound impact that better access to high resolution spatial data 
has had in improving knowledge around the abalone fishery, including fishing patterns and the ability 
for scientists to make improved fisheries sustainability recommendations. Research includes IMAS’s 
use of GPS loggers on divers (i.e. e-data project) to provide fishing effort data, the timed swim 
program as a fishery independent survey, IMAS’s market measuring of commercial catch to 
understand commercial size structures and trends over time, research around juvenile abundance 
and IMAS’s catch and effort database. Researchers emphasized the importance of fishery independent 
data to inform fine scale spatial analyses and biomass estimations. Continuing communication of 
abalone research efforts across government, management and fisheries sectors is critical to ensure 
common understanding around the status and anticipated trajectory of the fishery.  

NRE Tas is in the process of developing a new harvest strategy for abalone by November 2022. This 
workshop also aimed to inform the development of the new harvest strategy. Harvest strategies 
generally consist of three main components: 1) information/data to be used, 2) explicit objectives, 
and 3) decision rules that generate management advice. The current harvest strategy has three main 
objectives, to 1) maintain abalone stocks at or near target levels, 2) maintain recruitment and 3) avoid 
localised depletion. Workshop participants recommended that the new harvest strategy develop a 
strategy to manage hyperstability of CPUE in the fishery and consider an objective to deal with climate 
change, including climate forecasting. They recommended that it be informed by fishery independent 
survey data in addition to fishery dependent data. A harvest strategy needs to be transparent, 
repeatable (including repeatedly simulation tested, with cross-referencing across data and alternative 
models), defensible and open to adaptation and improvement.  

A strong desire for collaboration was shared across the workshop participants, with the recognition 
that abalone is a shared resource that requires collective and collaborative stewardship. The 
workshop concluded by sharing next steps around development and finalisation of the harvest 
strategy, continuing efforts to prevent and mitigate impacts from Centrostephanus and the possibility 
to reconvene participants around a follow up workshop or multi-sectoral briefing, such as through 
sharing an annual status report of abalone, or in a TAC setting capacity. 
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Introduction 
Brief history and background of the Tasmanian Abalone Fishery 
The Tasmanian abalone fishery is the world’s largest producer of wild abalone and has been the most 
profitable Tasmanian wild fishery over the last fifty years.  

The abalone fishery is comprised of three key sectors: the commercial, recreational, and Aboriginal 
cultural fisheries. The commercial fishery is managed and limits entry through longer term 
arrangements that include a cap on dive licenses and legal minimum lengths, and annual meetings to 
determine and set total allowable catches (TACs) and regional catch caps, which are informed by the 
Fisheries Resource Advisory Group (FRAG)/AbFAC processes. The recreational fishery is managed 
by licensing, and limits around size and daily catch and possession. The Aboriginal cultural fishery is 
managed by permits and individual catch controls.  

The Living Marine Resources Management Act 1995 (LMRMA), which is currently under review, serves 
as the primary reference for all decisions related to the management of living marine resources in 
Tasmania. Section 18 of the Act specifies that the Minister must ensure that the Act is administered 
to promote the sustainable management of living marine resources. As a result, the Minister, 
Secretary and Department are all required to act in alignment with the principle of ecologically 
sustainable development (ESD).  

Abalone size limits in Tasmania were introduced in 1962 to support adequate egg production and 
recruitment. In 1969, the number of abalone divers were limited to 120. A TAC, along with a system 
of individual transferable quotas (ITQs) within the TAC was introduced in 1985, with diving 
entitlements issued with 28 quota units. Diving entitlements were decoupled from quota holdings in 
1991, and limits around number of quota units able to be held were removed. The Tasmanian abalone 
fishery currently is comprised of 121 abalone dive entitlements, and 3,500 quota units held across 
approximately 450 quota-owning entities, with 70% of these entities residing in Tasmania. Figure 1 
summarizes total catches in tonnes for blacklip and greenlip abalone in Tasmania from the 1970s to 
today. 

Figure 1 Total Catches (tonnes) of blacklip and greenlip abalone in Tasmania from 1974 to 2021 
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Over the last twenty-plus years, Tasmania’s abalone management has been guided by the Abalone 
Fishery Policy Document (2000), with independent reviews around abalone research and 
management conducted by Hoenig1 (2010) and Knuckey2 (2015).  

The first formal harvest strategy was approved for Tasmanian abalone in 2018, with aims to: 

1. Ensure abalone are sustainably harvested; 

2. Ensure use of the abalone resource provides appropriate benefits to the community; 

3. Minimise harmful ecosystem impacts; and  

4. Practise good governance.  

The harvest strategy was recently reviewed by Rich Little3, and a separate report around the harvest 
strategy was prepared for the TACL by Ian Knuckey1. Review recommendations need to be 
prioritised to inform the implementation and use of the most important and achievable 
recommendations by October 2022, when discussions and decisions will be made around 2023 TAC 
setting and the new harvest strategy. 

 

  

 
1 Hoenig, J. 2010. Abalone Assessment Review 2020. Available upon request from NRE Tas and UTAS 
2 Knuckey, I. 2015. Review of the Tasmanian Abalone Fishery Assessment Process. Fishwell Consulting 
3 Little, L.R. 2021. Final report on the Review of Tasmanian Abalone Harvest Strategy. 

https://nre.tas.gov.au/Documents/Review%20of%20the%20Tasmanian%20Abalone%20Harvest%20Strategy.pdf
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Fisheries decline over the last decade 
Like declines observed in other abalone fisheries nationally and globally, Tasmanian abalone stocks 
have markedly declined over the last decade following a variety of pressures and influences including 
insufficiently conservative management, localised overharvesting by commercial and recreational 
fishers, poor or variable recruitment in some areas, increasing frequency of warm weather events 
and warmer waters off eastern Tasmania, and the increased loss of abalone habitat in eastern 
Tasmania due to the expanded range of the invasive long-spined sea urchin, Centrostephanus rodgersii.  

These fisheries declines, coupled with the combined effects of the changes and influences outlined 
above, have prompted series of cuts in commercial abalone quote and a controversial review of 
recreational abalone fishery limits. While the Aboriginal cultural fishery is increasingly submitting 
applications for access to the abalone fishery, no close examination of the Aboriginal abalone cultural 
fishery has been undertaken to date.   

The historically low level of 794.5 tonnes recently established for total allowable commercial catch 
(TACC), coupled with challenges in the disruptions of global trade including seafood exports to China 
and pressures from the COVID-19 pandemic combine to present unparalleled challenges to the 
abalone fishery today. The timely nature of this workshop was convened to assess additional actions 
that can be undertaken to rebuild the abalone fishery in the near term, safeguard recent sustainability 
gains made, and ensure the fishery’s sustainability over the long-term. 

Workshop background and objectives 
The Abalone Futures Workshop was held from April 12-13, 2022, at the Country Club Casino in 
Launceston, Tasmania. Workshop objectives included:  

1. To ensure a common understanding of factors that are shaping the recent performance and likely 
trajectory of Tasmanian abalone stocks and fishery behaviour under current and potential future 
market, management, access (especially recreational) and climate regimes; 

2. To identify actions which may be taken by research, industry and government agencies to avoid 
recruitment overfishing in the near term (1-3 years) via an update of the current harvest strategy 
and reform of fisheries governance (under the Living Marine Resources Management Act 1995 
(LMRMA) Review);  

3. To identify actions which may be taken by research, industry, and government to promote 
recovery of abalone stocks in the medium to longer term (3+ years) and promote greater 
understanding of the importance of shared stewardship among key stakeholders in the 
management processes; and 

4. To identify and prioritize innovations and investments in abalone research, harvesting and 
management which are necessary to underpin the sustainability of Tasmanian abalone stocks in 
the longer term.  

The workshop was first envisaged by the Department of Natural Resources and Environment 
Tasmania (NRE Tas) and the Tasmania Abalone Council Ltd (TACL) prior to the COVID-19 global 
pandemic to ask, and encourage answers to the question: “Is there something we are not yet doing 
that may improve the trajectory of abalone stocks in Tasmania?” In the wake of the decision by the 
Legislative Council on 9 November 2019 to rescind certain rules relating to recreational abalone bag 

https://www.parliament.tas.gov.au/lc/proceedings/2021/Hansard/LC%20Tuesday%209%20November%202021.pdf
https://www.parliament.tas.gov.au/lc/proceedings/2021/Hansard/LC%20Tuesday%209%20November%202021.pdf
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and possession limits, workshop organizers4  decided to include a greater cross-section of 
stakeholders, with aims to raise awareness and foster active discussion around the significant decline 
in Tasmanian abalone abundance, particularly on the east coast, as well as decisions made around 
abalone management, in the face of increased pressures from climate change, habitat loss and 
increasing demand from all sectors. Prior to the workshop, NRE Tas encouraged participants to not 
only read the debate of the Legislative Council decision, but also to read about current strategies and 
rules related to abalone available from the NRE Tas website: 

• Abalone Fishery | Department of Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania (nre.tas.gov.au); 
and 

• Abalone | Department of Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania (nre.tas.gov.au). 

Additional resources shared with participants included references to the experiences in abalone 
resource decline by other fisheries globally, including the recent book by Ann Vileisis on the history 
of the California abalone fishery; Jonas Woolford’s Nuffield report on global abalone stocks and stock 
enhancement experience; and an FRDC funded project around abalone recovery from Western 
Australia. 

A diversity of participants attended the workshop including representatives from the Abalone 
Fisheries Advisory Committee (AbFAC), the Aboriginal cultural fishery sector, commercial divers 
(Tasmanian Commercial Divers Association (TCDA)), government (NRE Tas, Department of State 
Growth, a Member from the House of Assembly (MHA) and the Minister’s office), industry 
(Australian Abalone Growers Association (AAGA) and TACL), processors (Tasmanian Seafoods and 
True South), the recreational fisheries sector (Recreational Fisheries Advisory Committee (RecFAC) 
and Tasmanian Association for Recreational Fishing (TARFish)), researchers/scientists 
(Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), Fisheries Research and 
Development Corporation (FRDC) and University of Tasmania’s Institute for Marine and Antarctic 
Studies (IMAS)), and the Tasmanian Police. The full list of participants is included in Appendix 1.  

Participants were encouraged to come to the workshop with open minds, and to contribute their 
knowledge and ideas to help NRE Tas design strategies aiming to sustain the many values derived 
from Tasmania’s abalone stocks. Participants’ inputs are captured in this report and will be used to 
guide the development of the new abalone harvest strategy, which NRE Tas aims to finalise by 
November 2022. 

Report structure 
This report follows the same structure as the workshop agenda, and summarizes key discussions held 
around the various workshop themes, presentations, panel discussions and breakout sessions. A copy 
of the workshop agenda is included in Appendix 2.  

The first day of the workshop summarized information around the current state of the Tasmanian 
abalone fishery including research and monitoring programs that are underway, stock histories and 
the social importance and economics of the fishery; discussed abalone use and management across a 
diversity of stakeholders including the commercial, recreational and Aboriginal cultural sectors and 
government management agency (NRE Tas); asked workshop participants to identify through a 
breakout session which aspects of abalone management are working well and which are in need of 

 
4 The workshop committee was comprised of Ian Dutton, Grant Pullen, Matt Bradshaw, Rod Pearn, Vicki Wilshaw (all 
NRE Tas), Emma Lee (Aboriginal cultural fishery sector) and Kelsey Richardson (rapporteur). 

https://fishing.tas.gov.au/commercial-fishing/commercial-fisheries/abalone-fishery
https://fishing.tas.gov.au/recreational-fishing/fishing-by-species/abalone/abalone-fishing
https://www.amazon.com.au/Abalone-Remarkable-Uncertain-Californias-Shellfish/dp/0870719882
https://www.nuffieldscholar.org/sites/default/files/reports/2017_AU_Jonas-Woolford_World-Abalone-Fisheries-And-Stock-Enhancement-Where-In-The-World-Are-We-At-Is-It-Worth-It.pdf
https://www.frdc.com.au/sites/default/files/products/2018-212-DLD.pdf
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improvement; shared a variety of perspectives around current understandings of the Tasmanian 
abalone fishery and implications of these perspectives for a sustainable fishery; asked participants to 
identify, through a breakout session, priorities for improved future management of Tasmanian 
abalone stocks; and discussed ongoing work toward a new abalone harvest strategy. The day 
concluded with participants sharing lessons learnt and identifying remaining knowledge gaps, followed 
by an evening reception and a presentation by Cameron Fletcher from CSIRO of the recently 
developed Draft Centrostephanus Management Strategy. 

The second and final day of the workshop included a presentation around climate change impacts to 
Tasmania’s abalone habitats and stocks; a panel discussion around what is needed to rebuild and 
sustain healthy abalone stocks in the context of a changing global climate; a breakout session among 
stakeholder groups that aimed to identify innovations needed to improve abalone management in the 
next 2-5 years; and presentations around abalone marketing and development. The day concluded 
with a plenary discussion among participants, and a summary of next steps and closure of the meeting 
by Ian Dutton, General Manager of the Marine Resources, NRE Tasmania. 
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Day 1: Tuesday, 12 April 
Welcome to Country 
The workshop began with a Welcome to Country, provided by Nannette Shaw. Ms. Shaw shared a 
short summary of the deep and long-held relationship of the Aboriginal people to the land where the 
workshop was being held. She acknowledged the Aboriginal ancestors, and paid respects to the 
descendants of the first peoples of Trowanna and her elders. She reminded workshop participants of 
their shared responsibility to care, and to live in harmony with the native animals and plants, not only 
for their continued existence, but also for the continued existence of their children and future 
generations. Ms. Shaw asked participants to close their eyes, and to envision the place where the 
workshop was taking place as it would have been in her ancestors’ time. She reminded participants 
that Welcome to Country presentations are shared as a symbol of respect; a reminder that 
participants stand on precious Aboriginal land; an acknowledgement that Aboriginal culture is alive 
and strong, as it has been for over 50,000 years; and to honour the Aboriginal ancestors who 
welcomed many visitors to their shores – a tradition of welcome that is continued today with trust 
and honesty. Ms. Shaw shared her hopes that workshop participants will share this journey as one 
people, with diverse cultures, and that they might walk beside one another as partners, friends and 
equals. Ms. Shaw concluded by wishing workshop participants well and shared her wishes for progress 
to be made for the betterment of all communities present, including the Aboriginal community. 

Opening Address 
Deidre Wilson, Deputy Secretary of the Department of Natural Resources and Environment 
Tasmania (NRE Tas) provided the opening address. Ms Wilson thanked Nannette Shaw for her 
welcome to country, and also acknowledged and paid respect to Tasmania’s Aboriginal peoples, as 
traditional owners and continuing custodians of the land upon which workshop participants were 
gathered, and acknowledged elder’s past, present and emerging. She thanked participants for their 
presence at, participation in and commitment to sharing knowledge and ideas the workshop, as well 
as their patience, as the workshop was deferred several times due to COVID-19. The NRE Tas team 
designed the workshop to be interactive to ensure that all participants’ voices are heard, and that a 
diversity of perspectives respectfully shared, according to the meeting agreements outlined in the 
workshop agenda. The meeting agreements for the workshop are included in Appendix 3.  

Ms Wilson shared that Tasmania’s abalone fishery is an important fishery for Tasmanian commercial, 
recreational, and Aboriginal fishers, as the world’s largest wild abalone fishery, even despite recent 
declines in commercial catch, and as the second highest Tasmanian wild fishery by value, after rock 
lobster. She also noted the continued export of Tasmanian abalone to China as a reflection of the 
premium that the Chinese market places on this fish.  

Ms Wilson emphasized that this workshop is critical to the process to develop a new harvest strategy 
for Tasmanian abalone. This meeting is also timely in informing the implementation of the Department 
of Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania’s new strategic plan, which has a major focus on 
sustainability. Considering the many challenges facing Tasmania’s abalone fishery, including from 
changes in climate and the effects from the invasive long-spined sea urchin, Centrostephanus rodgersii, 
on abalone habitat, Ms Wilson emphasized the need, more than ever, to think about new ways of 
managing the abalone fishery. She is looking forward to hearing the recommendations that 

https://nre.tas.gov.au/Documents/NRE%20Tas%20Strategy%20on%20a%20Page.pdf
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participants share around identifying work that can be undertaken to further inform and improve 
management, stock rebuilding and habitat recovery. 

Overview of the Day 
Dr Ian Dutton, General Manager, Marine Resources, NRE Tas, provided an overview of the day 
ahead, beginning with a review of meeting agreements, which were adapted with permission from 
the First Alaskans Institute Meeting Dialogue Agreements (Appendix 3), to make the best use of 
participants’ time, and make the most of and respectfully engage the talent and diversity of viewpoints 
present in the room.  

Dr Dutton shared a summary of the book Abalone: The Remarkable History and Uncertain Future 
of California’s Iconic Shellfish by Ann Vileisis, including how the experience of the exploitation of 
abalone in Tasmania nearly mirrors California’s experience, with a time lag of about twenty years. 
Vileisis’s book uses the history of abalone in California to show how humans have disrupted and 
irrevocably changed marine ecosystems in ways that we are still working to fully understand. He 
pointed out that she concluded that “misinterpretations by nineteenth century colonizers around the 
historic and ecological circumstances that gave rise to abalone abundance resulted in Californians 
inheriting a fond but false story of natural bounty that led to the false assumption that abalone was 
an inexhaustible seafood. Even as abalone stocks collapsed, politicized fisheries management 
structures in California made it impossible for stakeholders to appropriately address increasing 
threats to the mollusc”.  

Dr Dutton highlighted that the power of the stories we tell ourselves about how we arrived at the 
situation we are in creates the stepping off point for future management decisions. He pointed out 
that as Vileisis noted, the lack of common agreement between stakeholders and false stories 
perpetuated in the California abalone fishery ultimately resulted in the closure of the California 
abalone fishery to both recreational and commercial fishers.  

Dr Dutton encouraged participants to think differently and to strive for a common understanding 
around the state of Tasmanian abalone stocks, not only based on theory and science, but also 
stewardship, love and long-term care, as the need to make challenging decisions around people, 
wildlife and ecosystems will only become more pressing into the future, particularly as waters around 
Tasmania’s warm further.  He challenged participants to project current trends in abalone stocks and 
ecosystems 10-30 years hence. He then encouraged participants to work backwards through that 
timeline to determine what we might have done today (interventions) to avoid the worst 
consequences of cumulative abalone stock over exploitation and/or ecosystem changes due to ocean 
warming.  

He indicated that sometimes by playing a movie backwards we can create new perspectives on what 
influence each actor/stakeholder may have in avoiding undesirable endings and can use that reverse 
engineering to quickly determine what types of strategies are likely to be most impactful at a particular 
time. He noted that as has been demonstrated in California and other abalone fisheries such as South 
Africa, intervention options quickly reduce as local stock stocks are extirpated – there has not yet 
been a successful global example of abalone stock rebuilding at scale; once they are gone, there is 
currently no cost-effective way to recover stocks. 

Dr Dutton summarized workshop objectives, which are listed below. He highlighted the importance 
of Objective 1 (to ensure a common understanding of factors influencing abalone stocks), particularly 
in light of the recent decision by the Legislative Council to rescind bag limits and other rules that had 
been in place for two years, and the need to build a better and cohesive understanding across the 

https://firstalaskans.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/FAI-AGREEMENTS-POSTER.pdf
https://www.annvileisis.com/abalone
https://www.annvileisis.com/abalone
https://www.parliament.tas.gov.au/lc/proceedings/2021/Hansard/LC%20Tuesday%209%20November%202021.pdf
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diversity of abalone stakeholders. From this improved understanding, actions will be identified to be 
taken forward (Objectives 2 and 3) as well as innovations and investments that can be prioritized to 
support such actions (Objective 4). 

Workshop Objectives: 

1. To ensure a common understanding of factors that are shaping the recent performance and likely 
trajectory of Tasmanian abalone stocks and fishery behaviour under current and potential future 
market, management, access (especially recreational) and climate regimes;  

2. To identify actions which may be taken by research, industry, communities and government 
agencies to avoid recruitment overfishing in the near term (1-3 years) via an update of the current 
harvest Strategy and reform of fisheries governance (under LMRMA Review);  

3. To identify actions which may be taken by research, industry, communities, and government to 
promote recovery of abalone stocks in the medium to longer term (3 years+) and promote 
greater understanding of the importance of shared stewardship among key stakeholders in the 
management processes; and  

4. To identify and prioritize innovations and investments in Abalone research, harvesting and 
management which are necessary to underpin the sustainability of Tasmanian Abalone Stocks in 
the longer term.  

The outputs of this workshop will be used to inform efforts to deliver a sustainable Tasmania under 
NRE Tas’ Strategic Plan. Specifically, outputs will feed into and directly inform the abalone harvest 
strategy by November 2022; ongoing abalone research priority setting, on state, regional and national 
scales; the Centrostephanus Response Strategy, on state and regional scales and ongoing public 
engagement processes including by NRE Tas, IMAS and FRDC. 

 
Dr Ian Dutton, General Manager Marine Resources (NRE Tas)  
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Breakout Session 1: What aspects of current abalone management 
are (1) working well and (2) in need of improvement?  
Workshop participants next broke out into sectoral groups, with the task to identify, according to 
their sectoral interests, what aspects of current abalone management are 1) working well, and 2) in 
need of improvement. Groups were asked to report their top one “positive” and top “improvement 
needed” back to the workshop at large, to facilitate understanding across participants about various 
sectoral perspectives across major abalone issues. Sectoral groups included Aboriginal fishers, 
commercial divers, quota owners, recreational fishers, regulators and scientists. No processors were 
present at the workshop at the time of the first breakout session to contribute their perspectives to 
these questions. Conclusions from the various sectoral groups are summarized in Table 1.  

Sector Working Well (+) In need of Improvement (-) 

Aboriginal 
fishers 

Leadership and changes in 
historical attitudes that are 
more inclusive of Aboriginal 
knowledge and needs 

Lack of Aboriginal representation in the fishery, 
including lack of access to rights, quota, licenses, 
infrastructure and species and a lack of spaces for 
Aboriginal leadership 

Commercial 
divers 

Science (availability and quality) Reactive (rather than proactive) management regime 
with inability to change at the department level 

Processors NA NA 

Quota 
owners 

Strength of the deed Insecurity of quota authorization system 

Recreational 
fishers 

Science (availability and quality) Formal inclusion of the recreational fishing sector as a 
valid and valued sector, including inclusion in the 
harvest strategy, TAC and resource sharing, and in the 
LMRMA. 

Regulators Strong relationship and 
communication between 
science, industry and 
management 

Lack of appropriate delegations within an appropriate 
harvest strategy framework, and the resulting challenges 
to quickly and effectively make science-based decisions 
based upon commonly understood and prescriptive 
rules 

Scientists Influence of the harvest strategy 
on TAC decisions in Tasmania 

Need to integrate environmental and climate change 
concerns into scientific research to inform management 
decisions 

Table 1: Aspects of abalone management that are working well (top positive identified) and are in need of improvement (top negative 
identified), according to workshop sectors. 

Aboriginal fishers: Two Aboriginal fishers were present at the workshop. Emma Lee spoke for the 
Aboriginal fishers. The Aboriginal fishers identified leadership, including public service in leadership, 
and changes in historical attitudes that are more inclusive of Aboriginal knowledge and needs as the 
top positive aspect of abalone management that is working well. Aboriginal fishers identified a lack of 
representation in the fishery, including lack of access to rights, quota, licenses, infrastructure and 
species and a lack of spaces for Aboriginal leadership generally as the aspect of abalone management 
that is most in need of improvement.  
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Aboriginal fishers additionally identified a broader policy environment and engagement with the 
Aboriginal community, and improvements in community aspirations around articulating rights and 
futures, caring for sea country, and developing partnerships and collaboration as other aspects of 
abalone management that are working well. Aboriginal fishers additionally identified an overall lack of 
funding, resources, specific policy and governance for Aboriginal fishers, and the lack of any specific 
objectives for Aboriginal fishers in the LMRMA which prevents transparency and accountability as 
other aspects of abalone management that need improvements. 

Commercial divers: Eight commercial divers were present at the workshop. Paul Richardson spoke 
for the commercial divers. The divers identified the availability and quality of the science around 
abalone management as the top positive aspect of abalone management that is working well, including 
through data collection employing loggers and plotters. The divers identified that a reactive rather 
than proactive management regime, with inability to change at the department level, is the aspect of 
abalone management that is most in need of improvement.  

Divers additionally identified Centro management (for the invasive long-spined sea urchin, 
Centrostephanus rodgersii), the dive sector’s ability to adjust to changes and challenges in sectoral 
management, and the TAC SMS system as other aspects of abalone management that are also working 
well. Divers additionally identified the interactions between data collection and managerial 
implementation of this data, no communication between the department and industry (e.g. FRAG), a 
lack of forward planning, a lack of accountability, and inequitable dispersal of diver remuneration as 
other aspects of abalone management that are also in need of improvement.    

Processors: No processors were present to contribute to Breakout Session 1. Two of the seven 
abalone processors in Tasmania were subsequently able to attend this workshop and included Simon 
Owen from True South and Darvin Hansen of Tasmanian Seafoods. 

Quota owners: Three quota owners were present at the workshop. Rob Royle spoke for the quota 
owners. The quota owners identified the strength of the deed as the top positive aspect of abalone 
management that is working well. The quota owners identified the insecurity of the quota 
authorization system at the moment as the aspect of abalone management that is most in need of 
improvement, with a feeling among quota holders that this needs to be changed.  

Quota owners additionally identified the good returns that the abalone fishery provide for investors; 
the ability for anyone to invest in the fishery, with many community members now invested in the 
fishery; the capacity and ease of the quota to trade under the deed; the limitation of the number of 
units under the deed as further security for investors; and a good market for the product as other 
aspects of abalone management that are working well. Quota owners additionally identified the 
vulnerability of the register if the Act happens to disappear, such as under a cyberattack, leaving only 
the land title which only has the original quota owner on it and not the current owner; and the lack 
of designated quota holder representation in the TAC setting process as other aspects of abalone 
management in need of improvements. 

Recreational fishers: Six recreational fishers were present at the workshop. Jane Gallichan spoke 
for the recreational fishers. The recreational fishers identified the availability and quality of the science 
around abalone management as the top positive aspect of abalone management that is working well, 
particularly the interaction between IMAS and the RecFAC. The recreational fishers identified that 
the formal inclusion of the recreational fishing sector as a valid and valued sector is the aspect of 
abalone management that is most in need of improvement, including inclusion in the harvest strategy, 
TAC and resource sharing, and in the LMRMA. 
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Recreational fishers additionally identified the increasing recognition of the value of recreational 
fishers, such as through commitments to resource sharing, and a more strategic approach and opening 
of conversations with a greater focus on sustainability as other aspects of abalone management that 
are working well. Recreational fishers additionally identified the overall management of the abalone 
fishery (including considerations around habitat restoration, take and protection), the availability and 
understanding of abalone research to recreational fishers, communications with and education of 
recreational fishers, operational objectives for the harvest strategy, and compliance resourcing and 
training (noting that poachers are not recreational fishers, they are simply poachers) as other aspects 
of abalone management that are also in need of improvement.   

Regulators: Nine regulator were present. Matt Bradshaw spoke for the regulators. The regulators 
identified the strong relationship and communication between science, industry and management as 
the top positive aspect of abalone management that is working well. The regulators identified the lack 
of appropriate delegations within an appropriate harvest strategy framework, and the resulting 
challenges to quickly and effectively make science-based decisions based upon commonly understood 
and prescriptive rules as the aspect of abalone management that is most in need of improvement.  

  

The regulators additionally identified good compliance from commercial divers; two management 
levers (the default TAC (MCDA) and size limits (three-year rule)); short term management aims; and 
an appropriate balance between the regulatory and governance approach for the commercial sector 
as other aspects of abalone management that are working well. The regulators additionally identified 
slow management decision-making processes; poor general communications and dialogues across 
stakeholders; a lack of data around quantities of recreational catch; a need for management at 
appropriate scales, including in the reef-zone and long-term management goals that include climate 
change considerations as other aspects of abalone management that are in need of improvement. 
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Scientists: Fifteen scientists were present. Craig Mundy spoke for the scientists. The scientists 
identified the influence of the harvest strategy on TAC decisions in Tasmania as the top positive 
aspect of abalone management that is working well. The scientists identified the need to integrate 
environmental and climate change concerns into scientific research to inform management decisions 
as the aspect of abalone management that is most in need of improvement.  

The scientists additionally identified the use of loggers for improving assessments, including in mapping 
finer scale size and location data; improvements in spatial management and associated control efforts 
(e.g. streamlined catch allocation); the relationships between science and management, and science 
and industry; and the improved ability to create abalone-customized solutions based on scientific 
assessments and a better understanding of the fishery as other aspects of abalone management that 
are also working well. The scientists additionally identified a reliance on fishery-dependent data, 
including issues around hypersensitivity and lag indicators; vague, imprecise and ambiguous framing 
of research advice; poor trust in and communication of science; the need to clarify roles and 
responsibilities of various abalone sectors; the absence of community, conservation and traditional 
representation in science and decision making spaces; and very little resilience in the abalone fishery 
for shocks as other aspects of abalone management that are in need of improvement. 
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Presentation: Current State of the Tasmanian Abalone Fishery 
Dr Craig Mundy, a researcher with UTAS’s IMAS, shared a presentation around the current state of 
the Tasmanian Abalone Fishery, with a focus on UTAS’s dive fisheries research programme on behalf 
of UTAS’s Caleb Gardner and Jaimie McAllister. Dr Mundy acknowledged John Keane’s work with 
much of the urchin research that is undertaken at IMAS and Malcolm Haddon’s research on 
Tasmanian abalone over the last fourteen years.  

Abalone 101 
Dr Mundy noted the extensive subject area and knowledge requirements to understand abalone 
biology, including, for example, reproductive biology, growth, policy making decisions, the TAC 
system, modelling considerations including settings for population dynamics, the environment and 
ecosystem where the target species lives, climate drivers, impacts from pressures such as 
Centrostephanus, and considerations around post-harvest activities. Dr Mundy shared a background 
with workshop participants around “Abalone 101”, highlighting that abalone are a long-lived (~30 to 
50 years), slow-growing and slow-moving fish. Abalone begin sexual reproduction ~ 5 years of age, 
are cryptic for their first 5+ or so years, which makes early abalone identification and quantification 
challenging, and enter the fishery around 7-8 years of age. Blacklip abalone are distributed over an 
enormous geographical and thermal range, from Tasmania to New South Wales. Greenlip abalone 
are distributed over a large longitudinal range, from Western Australia to Tasmania. The Southwest 
coast of Tasmania has been the most productive for abalone over the last 25-year period, with the 
highest production, largest size and fasted growth of abalone in the state. The central north 
Tasmanian coast has been the least productive. 

Critical concepts that inform size limits and modelling 
Three critical concepts inform size limits and modelling: reproduction, connectivity and adult 
movement. Reproduction considerations include spawning ecology, age/size of maturation (~ 5 years, 
size variable spatially and temporally), fecundity at length and fertilisation dynamics. Research since 
the 1980s has shown that the spawning season is complicated and unpredictable, inter-annual 
variation may be significant, that we cannot assume that spawning is synchronous among sites, that 
reproduction is variable in time and space, and that recruitment is also probably variable in time and 
space.  

Studies around connectivity have shown highly localised dispersal of larvae, with one study by Dr 
Mundy showing approximately 95% of self-recruitment occurring within the sites examined, and most 
of what is spawned at the sites examined staying at those sites. No connectivity was observed 
between locally clustered sites, with only very low levels of interchange between distant sites. These 
connectivity findings highlight that size limits are critical to prevent localised depletion.  

Studies around abalone movement have shown effectively zero larval export and adult immigration 
or emigration. Abalone stocks are collections of functionally independent populations, 
that can be viewed similarly to lots of little swimming pools along the coast with stock 
in each pool and very little to almost no interchange between the pools. As a result, it 
cannot be assumed that stocks over broad coastlines are doing the same thing at the same time, 
which makes estimating stock biomass especially challenging. 
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IMAS Research and Monitoring projects 
Dr Mundy summarized five research and monitoring projects by IMAS. The first project summarised 
was a fishery dependent (i.e. data from the fishery or fishers) catch and effort database collated 
from Tasmanian diver logbook reports that has been modified and updated over time. The database 
includes an automated process of extraction and filtering and combines a time-series from five data 
clusters, as well as provides automated CPUE standardisation and application of the Harvest Strategy.  

IMAS’s e-Data project provides geo-referenced fishery dependent data using a logger kit (GPS and 
depth data loggers) with vessels and divers to record individual dive events. Data collected can be 
processed for individual dives, or for entire hectare grids to identify and quantify total fishing effort 
including numbers of divers, days fished, total catch, average depths and where fishing occurred.  

IMAS’s market measuring of commercial catch project examines the state of the size 
structures of commercial catch using 4G enabled integrated length and weight electronic measuring 
boards and high-quality scales that provide the lengths and weights of every animal measured. Work 
is underway to derive performance measures from the data collected, including the percentages of 
catch within specified ranges of established size limits (minimums and maximums), as well as trends 
observed over time.  

IMAS’s timed swim project adapted the New Zealand timed swim methodology as a non-invasive 
approach to count and measure abalone over a ten-minute timed swim. In 2020 almost 300 sites 
were examined (~ 50 in each of six blocks), with 15 sites in each block repeated in 2021 and 35 new 
and random sites added. While legal abalone abundance (> 140mm) showed some improvement in 
sites examined between 2020-2021 that had been closed to commercial fishing but open to 
recreational fishing, an overall reduction was observed in 2021 for sub-legal (< 140mm) abalone. This 
was somewhat anticipated due to a 2016 heat event and predicted fallout for reproductive outputs 
and growth as a result. Coverage of the timed swim programme is overall quite high, with good 
confidence for collecting representative fishery data over time.  

Research around juvenile abundance aims to provide a lead indicator about how many recruits 
enter the fishery in a few years, as an early warning signal for big changes in recruitment. IMAS’s 
research aims to monitor 2 to 4-year-old cryptic animals (40-90mm) through bolting a flat disc onto 
a rock, with two strings per site and twenty replicates per string to provide fairly high levels of 
replicates. Juveniles aggregate under the plates. When the plates are removed, the number of animals 
and their size structure are analysed. Results have shown relatively stable numbers over time which 
largely looks positive, although a lack of variation observed is slightly concerning. Some plates also 
always had lots of animals whereas other plates always had almost no animals. Further research is 
being undertaken to determine if this reflects the local environment (location effect), or an installation 
effect - where the configuration of the plate is proving to be sub-optimal for juveniles. 

Status of stocks 
In 1960/61, about 2,000 tonnes of abalone was fished around the state.  Catch escalated through the 
1980s, peaking at around 4,500 tonnes (most likely actually higher). Quota management was 
introduced in 1985, followed by the full split quota/dive requirement in 1992, zonation starting in 
2000, followed by the FRAG start, and the trial and implementation of the harvest strategy and, most 
recently, twelve consecutive years of reductions to present (Figure 2). Pressures from 
Centrostephanus and heat wave events on the east coast have added pressures to stocks in recent 
years. 
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Figure 2: Abalone catch (tonnes), 1974 - 2021 

Most of the blacklip abalone catch in 2021 was centred on the southwest corner of Tasmania. In the 
Bass Strait zone, introduction of a new zone in 2003 and reduced size limits in 2003 and 2011 allow 
access to slower growing fish. In the Northern zone, in the mid-to late 2000s too much catch brought 
down populations, followed by a reduction in catch rates, with stocks beginning to improve in the 
past few years. In the Eastern zone, a cycle of catch rates resulted in different sites behaving very 
differently. In the Western zone, a twenty-year decline in catch rate was observed with stable TACs 
over most of that time. Greenlip abalone stocks have been fairly stable over time after the 
introduction of fishery zones, along with overall declines in catch rates.  

Take home messages 

The abalone fishery is not dead or dying. Rather, it is rebuilding from a very low level 
and continued patience is required. The fishery is comprised of many functionally 
isolated populations, which must inform management decisions and perspectives. 
Considerations around the “tyranny of scale” should inform the design of sampling 
programs and the interpretation of statistics and performance measures. 

Questions and Answers 
A question was raised around the ideal habitat that the scientists aim to create in their juvenile 
abundance research.  

Dr Mundy explained that the scientists work to create a neutral habitat, which can be 
challenging and is a work in progress.  

Another participant raised the observation that with climate change occurring within the fishery, 
we are no longer comparing apples to apples across longer time ranges studied for the fishery. They 
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raised the question as to why scientists are looking further back than the year 2000, recognizing the 
very different circumstances that are present today due to climate change.  

Dr Mundy explained the determination and use of reference periods from which to measure 
fishery changes, noting influences from factors such as climate change. He explained the 
importance of long-term fishery monitoring to understand where the fishery has been over 
time, what it has done, and where accurate records exist. He noted that he will share a 
presentation tomorrow around climate change impacts on the fishery, and the work that the 
AIRF has undertaken around climate change impacts on kelp and abalone physiology. The 
more that we understand about climate change impacts, the better informed the reference 
periods can be from which to monitor changes in the fishery.  

One participant commented on the map that Dr Mundy shared showing areas fished from the divers 
tracked using GPS loggers. The participant commented that with new technologies, some diver 
habits are changing, and it may be that deeper, less exploited areas historically might 
be increasingly exploited into the future as dive technologies improve access to these areas.  

Dr Mundy acknowledged this comment and mentioned that a new research project is 
underway to examine how fishing fleets change with new technologies, and if new areas are 
exploited, including using the data collected through the project using GPS loggers to track 
areas where divers operate.  

The final comment by a workshop participant noted their observations that after a couple days of 
reasonably flat weather, they see spawning occurring. If the weather is consistently rough, then less 
to no spawning occurs.  

Dr Mundy responded by sharing a summary of research findings that examined the histological 
sections of abalone gonads. Researchers found that abalone respond to unpredictable 
spawning cues, and seem to be ready to spawn when the conditions are right. If 
conditions are favourable for spawning, gonads can develop quickly. Alternatively, 
abalone can maintain their oocytes for long periods of time and wait to spawn 
until the right conditions occur. 
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Panel Discussion: Abalone Use and Management 
Representatives from quota owners (Tasmanian Abalone Council Ltd (TACL)), commercial divers, 
recreational fishers, Aboriginal fishers and regulators shared their experiences with and aspirations 
for abalone use and management through presentations shared in a panel discussion, followed by a 
question-and-answer session with the workshop participants. 

TACL Experience and Aspirations 
Adrian Cuthbertson (TACL) was unable to attend. Lynn Mason (TACL) shared a prepared speech by Adrian 
Cuthbertson.  

Adrian Cuthbertson shared a background and short history of access to the Tasmanian abalone 
fishery. The fishery was established in the early 1960s with relatively meagre investments compared 
to today, matched by modest returns from the early fishery. As markets developed and products 
were generated, investments in the fishery grew. Prior to 1985, the fishery was comprised of 125 
dive entitlements, with 120 issued to “Mainland Tasmania” and five to Furneaux Island divers. In 1985, 
the fishery moved to a quota management system. Each dive entitlement for Mainland Tasmania was 
allocated 28 quota units, and Furneaux divers were allocated 20 quota units for each of their dive 
entitlements, totalling to 3,460 permanent quota units issued. An additional eight units were later 
issued to each Furneaux diver, totalling to 40 additional quota units that became known as the 
“Furneaux units”.  

Today, a significant majority of the original divers maintain an interest in the fishery. Eighty-two 
percent of the original 125 divers who were issued quota units 37 years ago still hold units in the 
fishery. Less than 20% of the total quota allocations are held outside of the original Tasmanian diving 
and processing families, with high numbers of single quota ownership comprising these allocations. 

L to R: Dr Emma Lee (NRE Tas), Rob Royle (TACL), Lynn Mason (TACL), Tom Chadwick (TCDA), Grant Pullen (NRE Tas), 
 Jane Gallichan (TARFish) 
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Investment in the abalone fishery is highly stable, with quota owners maintaining long-term views of 
and faith in the fishery. 

Despite this stability and long-term history of the fishery in Tasmania, many misperceptions exist 
around quota owners, with commonly held views that these participants are wealthy, indulged and 
entitled. As a result, TACL recognises the need to better educate the wider community around the 
nature of investments in the fishery and its actual values. Like many resource-based industries, the 
fishery’s values rise and fall. Over the last three years, cuts to the TAC have exceeded 40%, the value 
of permanent quota units has fallen by about 27%, and, at current permanent quota unit prices, the 
ROI is about 4.5%. Despite these challenges, stakeholders remain confident in the fishery. In summary, 
the history of access to the abalone resources is one of long-term stable investment by original 
participants and their families.  

Rob Royle, TACL quota owner and sub-council chair, shared a presentation around the history and 
development of the “Deed”, which serves as the cornerstone of resource access for the fishery.  

The abalone fishery is a public resource. On behalf of the public, the Crown granted access rights to 
the fishery using statutory instruments which were comprised of licenses and permits, until 1993 
when the Abalone Deed was created. Agreements were created between existing license holders 
and the Crown to confer authority to take and acquire 3,500 abalone quota units per annum for the 
commercial fishery. These agreements and the legislation form the basis of the Tasmanian abalone 
quota.  

A statutory register of ownership exists with the facility to register an interest or mortgage, and a 
title document for each quota unit, numbered 1 to 3,500. The Tasmanian abalone access right is a 
continuing and transferrable right. The current market value of these access rights is $700 million 
and varies directly with the TAC.  

The fishery is managed by the Crown, and the framework for the management is the Living Marine 
Resources Management Act 1995 (LMRMA), with the abalone deed enshrined in the Act. Clauses in 
the deed, and therefore the Act, prescribe management standards. Clause 2.2 states that: 

The Secretary acknowledges that any decision made to alter the total allowable catch of abalone will 
take account of the best biological advice available from the Department on the conservation of 
abalone in state waters (with the intent that the maximum sustainable yield of the resource will be 
realised within these conservation restraints) and that a reasonable level of consultation with the 
abalone industry will occur prior to making this decision. 

Mr Royle highlighted the importance of considerations around maximum sustainable yield in the Act. 
Mr Royle also provided participants with a document detailing the “Graphical History of Abalone 
Fishing 1875-2020” which can be made available upon request. 

TCDA Experience and Aspirations 
Tom Chadwick shared a presentation on behalf of the Tasmanian Commercial Divers Association 
(TCDA) around the relevance of abalone use and management to the commercial dive fishery, the 
workforce relationships between sectors, and commercial diver aspirations for the abalone fishery.  

Mr Chadwick acknowledged the importance of abalone in Tasmania’s wild seafood brand and the 
need for all sectors to work together to maintain the good reputation of Tasmania’s wild seafood. 
The commercial dive industry’s relationship to abalone includes its work to remove and harvest the 
invasive long-spined sea urchin, Centrostephanus rodgersii, whose range has expanded from mainland 
Australia to Tasmania via the East Australian Current as ocean temperatures have warmed with 
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climate change. When Centrostephanus populations reach high enough densities, they decimate food 
sources and reefs until entire reefs become urchin barrens. The formation of urchin barrens on 
Tasmania’s east coast have heavily reduced abalone habitats. This inspired the development of a 
subsidy scheme in 2018 funded by the AIRF with aims to accelerate an urchin harvest industry to 
reduce urchin numbers and mitigate ecosystem and fishery impacts. The subsidy has been successful 
to date, with high levels of urchin harvests resulting in reef recoveries and the rebuilding of abalone 
stocks.  

While the current abalone TAC does not generate full time work for most people, the similarity of 
skills, equipment and qualifications required for the abalone fishery can be transferred between other 
work areas undertaken by the commercial dive sector including urchin harvesting. Many abalone 
divers now also rely on the commercial dive sector for financial support, and numerous dual license 
holders operate between the abalone industry and the commercial dive sector. This cross-sectoral 
generation of work supports the maintenance of operational factories and the employment of 
experienced, professional, and knowledgeable people working across the fisheries sectors.  

The TCDA aspires to achieve a successful and long-term urchin harvest industry that promotes 
ecosystem recovery and supports abalone habitats. The TCDA is committed to:  

• continuing to fish down urchin levels to restore balance to ecosystems;  
• continuing to develop urchin products, processing and markets at financially sustainable catch 

per day levels that support balanced reef systems;  
• fostering recognition around the success of their urchin management work to date and the cost-

efficiency of harvest efforts compared to other urchin control methods previously trialled;  
• gaining the support of NRE Tas, IMAS and other relevant urchin and abalone fishery sectors to 

collaboratively work together on sustainable fishery initiatives moving forward;  
• educating the public around issues surrounding Centrostephanus;  
• conducting an economic assessment of the urchin fishery to assess its value to the Tasmanian 

economy, especially in regional areas; and  
• to working toward increasing funding as needed to assist the commercial dive industry in its 

efforts to remove Centrostephanus or to direct their efforts where they are determined to be 
of the most value to the TACL.   

TARFish Experiences and Aspirations 
Jane Gallichan summarised the experiences and aspirations of recreational fishers around abalone use 
and management. From 2019-2020, 10,600 people held a recreational abalone license, which 
represented a decrease of 5% from the previous year. Almost 62% of these individuals activated their 
licenses by fishing for abalone and 58% kept at least once for abalone, indicating that between 35 to 
38% of the individuals who purchase recreational abalone licences never actually use them. Over 75% 
of the recreational catch is taken from the East coast, with the majority from the South- east coast, 
13% from the North coast, and 10% from the West coast. The current harvest estimate is the lowest 
since surveys commenced and about half that of the previous four seasons. The decline has been 
linked to declining effort and, in the current season, a marked fall in the catch rate that was associated 
with halving of the Eastern Region bag limit from 10 to 5 abalone per day.  

In 2019, 25,495 recreational abalone were harvested, which equates to 12.6 tonnes, or just over 1% 
of the 2020 TACC of 1,019.5 tonnes. Ninety percent of the catch was for blacklip abalone. Over 75% 
of the catch was taken from the east coast (the bulk from the south east coast), with a further 13% 
from the north and 10% from the west coasts.  
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Recreational fishing occurs in and near to sheltered and accessible waters with proximity to major 
population and holiday centres. Recreational fishers may continue to fish areas even when abalone 
densities are low, which risks localized depletion. Most of the take is highly consumptive.  

Recreational fishers are becoming increasingly conscious of the need for resource conservation and 
ethical fishing practices. Currently no performance indicators or total allowable recreational catch 
(TARC) exist for the Tasmanian recreational abalone fishery, according to the recent abalone 
disallowance decision. The abalone disallowance decision largely resulted from a lack of satisfaction 
and sense of frustration within the recreational sector, with many fishers feeling marginalized, 
undervalued, skeptical and cynical. A September 2020 survey of more than 3,000 recreational fishers 
revealed that almost 90% of recreational fishers supported the need for improved recognition of the 
social and economic importance of recreational fishing in management decisions. Recreational fishers 
felt that, with only taking about 1% of the total catch, they had been treated unfairly and dishonestly, 
and that abalone management was not dealing with the ‘real’ important issues (e.g. feelings of 
insufficient efforts to combat impacts from Centrostephanus, that the TAC is too high (overfishing 
by commercial sector), and concerns around habitat losses and climate change impacts). The report 
stated: “Around half of the comments mentioned the role of economics in allocation decisions – 
some suggested the true economic value of recreational fishing was poorly understood resulting in 
unfavourable decisions while others suggested that the management focus on economic criteria 
masked the social and cultural values of the recreational sector”. 

These responses, such as the misperception around only taking 1% of the TACC as having minimal 
impacts, highlights the importance of education and information sharing with recreational fishers, 
including the need for greater discussion around impacts of localized depletion and concentrated 
effort in certain areas by recreational fishers. Jane highlighted the need for recreational fishers to be 
authentically engaged with and be active participants in decision making processes, with transparent 
and inclusive communication.  

Recreational fishers have five main aspirations for abalone use and management. These include: 1) 
greater protection of spawning biomass, 2) formal resource sharing arrangements, 3) the harvest 
strategy to include formal recognition of the recreational sector, 4) preservation of access for the 
recreational sector, particularly on the East coast and 5) a healthy, abundant fishery that is actively 
addressing challenges such as those arising from Centrostephanus and habitat losses, and that is 
mitigating the impacts from the effects of climate change and marine heat waves.  

Ms Gallichan concluded by emphasizing the need to communicate with more recreational fishers 
more often to foster trust in decision making processes, to ultimately work toward a sustainable, 
accessible, enjoyable, and safe abalone fishery for all sectors, for the benefit of Tasmanians.  

Cultural Fisheries Experiences and Aspirations 
Dr Emma Lee shared the Aboriginal cultural fishery’s experiences with and aspirations for abalone 
use and management as the original fishers in Tasmania, who have fished for more than 40,000 years. 
Abalone are a cultural keystone species that are ancestral beings. Emma shared that she has a vision 
that workshop participants will protect, conserve, cherish and nourish the abalone industry, and that 
the ancestors will be restored to sea country. After six years, the Aboriginal community in Tasmania 
have established a small cultural fisheries market with 40 quota units. Out of this, the Aboriginal 
cultural fisheries visions and claims include: 1) ending juvenile justice interventions in Tasmania, to 
avoid structural discrimination for children and to create the connection for young people back to 
sea country that had previously been denied; 2) filling gaps of fisheries food tourism, that put abalone 
on local tables for regional development, including the addition, building and creation of a brand of 
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cultural providence that allows people in Tasmania to experience a connection to sea country, 
kinship, reciprocity and understanding conservation and stewardship through sharing a feed; and 3) 
using Aboriginal leadership to transform fisheries into fisheries with social impacts that are inclusive, 
provide belonging, place and value. 

NRE Tas Experience and Aspirations 
Grant Pullen summarised experiences and aspirations around abalone use and management from a 
regulator’s perspective with NRE Tas. Key considerations around abalone lifecycles include highly 
localised recruitment and huge variability over space, growth, size and maturity that are prone to 
localised depletion and present challenges around rebuilding stocks once depleted. Determinations 
of TACs and size limits are critical for effective and successful management including spatial 
management at appropriate scales and increasing levels of resolution.   

The full separation of quota from a dive license led to the separation of the dive sector from the 
processing sector, and the development of a processing sector that is well-informed, sophisticated, 
clever, and which drives spatial and temporal resolution of catch daily, by block, to maximise price. 
The development of new markets with price-specific requirements drives changes in diving practices 
in the fishery. These are further driven by a live market that assigns different values to different 
abalone. The prices of abalone in China drive a sophisticated market regime supported by a mobile, 
highly effective and powerful dive sector. The dive sector is adaptive and can concentrate an 
enormous amount of effort in a small area. Dive effort can change depending upon different times of 
the year, area closures and where processors determine are optimal fishing areas. 

The highly localised nature of the abalone fishery introduces spatial and real-time management 
challenges to manage at high-enough resolutions required by the abalone life cycle and new and 
changing dive patterns. Operational constraints additionally affect the dive sector, who carry the 
burden to meet various costs imposed by spatial management measures and zone catch caps. Rules 
for setting size limits are critical and urgently needed to protect and increase resilience for abalone 
biomass amidst fishing pressures. Recreational divers can still access abalone on areas of the East 
coast where virtually no commercial catch occurs, which increases risks of localised depletion. 
Compliance is additionally important to mitigate gains versus risk and consequences. In the early days 
of the abalone fishery poaching offenses were not met with serious enough penalties. The new Act 
includes special penalties that can now act as serious impediments to poaching if the offender is 
caught. Increases in tourism and local demand introduce additional pressures to the fishery, as well 
as the emergence of individuals who fish commercially under the guise of recreational fishing.  

In summary, regulators need to improve overall spatial management, set size limits spatially under at 
least a three-year rule, set TACs, set bag limits for the East coast, rebuild resilient stocks under a 
patient and precautionary approach, and improve allocations between sectors. Community 
expectations additionally need to be defined for the fishery, with considerations around stewardship, 
access sharing and returns to the community from fishing activities. 

Questions and Answers 
The first question by a workshop participant was around the community expectations raised by Mr 
Pullen at the end of his speech, and expectations around a return to community. The participant 
asked Mr Pullen to address how industry is currently returning to community when most 
people are subsidising an investment in the industry.  
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Mr Pullen replied that the discussion around community was intentionally quite broad and 
designed to stimulate examination and discussion around the various components of 
socioeconomic flows from the fishery to different parts of the fishery sector, across 
stakeholders and actors, with continued transparency and an understanding of the 
management process maintained throughout these considerations.  

A quota holder representative responded that perhaps the question was about a resource 
rent, of which about 7% is paid. This issue had been examined by a previous abalone 
committee that ultimately led to the decision around a resource rent being implemented. 
Continued discussion circulated around just how much resource rent was being paid, and 
how this was applied and determined. Dr Dutton noted that the consideration of what 
Tasmania expects from its natural resources is a larger issue that is considered 
across government and requested Prof Caleb Gardner to share an economics perspective for 
this discussion. 

Prof Gardner noted that this discussion will continue over the next couple of days. He clarified 
some definitions for the group. Royalty is an economics term that means payment that goes 
to the government in proportion to the revenues and does not include any dividend going to 
the community. A fee is different in that it is fixed and is not dependent upon the revenue. In 
the abalone fishery, a royalty exists which is how fees are collected. The second question is 
around the consideration that after costs to the government and research, etc are taken out, 
is there some cash left that could be distributed to the wider community in some way. The 
abalone fishery used to pay a dividend that does not exist anymore with rising costs of 
management and less money coming in through the royalty going down over time. Currently, 
the amount of money that is coming into the government from the fishery is 
about equal to the money being spent by the government. The expectation 
generally exists that for scarce resources, money is typically made available to the 
community.    

Dr Dutton posed the question to workshop participants around how will Tasmania avoid losing 
its abalone fishery, to have a different ending from what happened in California?  

The Aboriginal fisheries representative noted the need for education, an indigenous-led 
process, cultural humility and modesty and a sense of reciprocity with sea 
country. Kinship is necessary to develop sustainability for and connection to the precious 
abalone resource. Many opinions and different voices are also required beyond strictly 
government to ensure management of the abalone resource, along with long-term thinking 
into the future.  

Another participant recalled examples of the role of the sea-otter population in California, as 
well as the consideration around the depletion of stocks in Chile and South Africa and the 
dangers of fishing down areas to total depletion to highlight the message that management 
is imperative to find a balance between a one-day fishery opening and a long-term 
sustainable fishery far into the future.   

The NRE Tas representative noted opportunities around using existing tools, and to 
instigate more rigorous, defensible and biologically sound processes that support 
patient, risk-avoidant long-term resilient solutions.  

Another question was raised by a participant to share more about the possibility and 
consideration of recreational only fishing areas. 
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A RecFAC representative shared that there is potential for recreational fishing areas, 
including particularly for rock lobster and abalone. Her personal view is that it is 
preferable not to manage a fishery where sectors need to be excluded. Areas where 
certain sectors are excluded have the potential to start an adversarial war across sectors for 
access.  

A workshop participant returned to Dr Dutton’s California-example question and posed the question 
to participants to identify where they want the abalone resource to be, the direction(s) 
they want their fisheries to go, and where they want their stocks to be over time, as a 
prerequisite for establishing plans to achieve such identified aims. 

The commercial diving sector representative noted the importance of using tools already 
available, including the work by the commercial divers to remove Centrostephanus. The 
divers are a part of the solution in rebuilding the abalone fishery through their 
work to restore abalone habitat.  
Another workshop participant highlighted the importance of public education efforts 
around Centrostephanus, particularly in being careful to differentiate between 
the two species of urchins present in Tasmania.  
The RecFAC representative followed up on this point, highlighting that community 
education is critical for abalone and Centrostephanus management efforts. Recreational 
fishers need to hear from themselves, as in many cases they are resistant to hearing 
from other sectors such as government, from a different sector or a scientist. She raised the 
question of how to talk with and education a group of fishers to raise some of these issues 
and educate themselves within and among their communities. She noted the need to help to 
educate this sector so that they can tell the story themselves within their communities as the 
most effective educational approach.  
Another workshop participant shared their experience with fisheries in California, noting that 
ex abalone fisheries are now sea urchin fisheries. Size limits were way too low for way 
too long, with resistance to raise these size limits. Catches were never constrained, with 
the fishery simply closed. The participant felt that too much emphasis is typically placed around 
the role of sea otters. Tasmania importantly has a history of abalone management, 
whereas California never had a history of management. The participant also highlighted that 
management effects have to be relevant to the small-scale dynamics of the stocks 
that are being managed.    
The Aboriginal fisheries representative noted their concerns that the people who helped to 
create the scarce resource are the same ones that are being asked to be leaders to provide 
solutions to the problem. In addition to the need to learning from experiences, new people 
and lenses are required to provide new perspectives on this problem. We need 
to rethink our values. The Act places too much emphasis on economic considerations and 
leaves behind social, cultural and environmental considerations. There is a need to elevate 
expectations, personal responsibility and connection to sea country. Opportunity 
exists to elevate marginalised voices, and work toward gender and cultural equity, 
with Aboriginal voices heard within a position of leadership.  

The quota holders’ representative raised the point about how challenging it can be to explain fisheries 
decisions and decision-making processes for a diversity of stakeholders and community members. 
They asked workshop participants to consider how to explain to community members how 
fisheries decision-making processes work and how to engage their participation in these 
processes.  
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The RecFAC representative noted the importance of involving communities in the 
process to engage ownership in the process/fishery. Communicators are often unable 
to control how their communications are received. The challenge is to create channels of 
communication not only across sectors but into wider communities by people 
that community members are prepared and willing to listen to. The messenger is 
equally as important as the message. 
The quota holders’ representative discussed the need to work within the boundaries 
established by the Crown. The community needs to understand the Deed, and 
the benefits that the community derives from the fishery doing well in the 
community. The community needs to understand the existing structure set out by the Deed.  
The RecFAC representative discussed the need for the quota owners to be able to 
articulate the benefits outlined to community members who are not currently 
seeing or experiencing these benefits.  
The quota holders’ representative highlighted the importance of economic recovery 
from the resource sector following impacts to community and economy following the 
COVID-19 pandemic.  
The regulators representative from NRE Tas asked workshop participants to consider how 
to develop a process that is developing management outcomes in a timely manner.  
The IMAS representative discussed that the Deed guarantees right of access to an amount 
determined by the Minister, which is typically almost 100% of stock. The Minister could change 
this. Mechanisms exist well within the Deed for the Minister to create proper 
resource sharing arrangements.  

A question was posed to the commercial divers’ representative around the long-term 
Centrostephanus harvest goals, recognizing that the fishery achieved 500 tonnes this year.  

The commercial divers’ representative shared that they are still looking at the numbers and 
data available, but that while harvest is currently higher, around 500 tonnes, as they fish down, 
they will be looking at something closer to a 300-tonne fishery with a smaller catch rate per 
day compared to now. The commercial divers will need to deal with changing markets into 
the future as the urchins are fished down and will work to establish a harvest that supports a 
balanced ecosystem for everyone, and that continues to trim itself further each year.  

Mr Darvin Hansen from Tasmanian Seafoods concluded the questions and answer session by sharing 
a prepared piece around efforts to rebuild abalone biomass, once depleted. Depending upon the state 
of depletion, rebuilding abalone biomass can take decades, centuries, or might never occur. When 
there was agreement by both parties to reduce royalties in the abalone fishery from 8% to 5%, abalone 
quota holders said no, and decided instead to take that reduction and put it into an Abalone Industry 
Reinvestment Fund (AIRF). The priority for the AIRF was to address the Centrostephanus problem. 
That money went immediately both to diving removal efforts and scientific research. It created 
multiple public goods for the public and the fishery, as well as the quota holders. Ultimately, it will 
take decades to achieve the benefits available from these actions. Tasmanian Seafoods was sick of 
nothing being done after at least twenty years of depletion of the Western zone. Tasmanian Seafoods 
lobbied hard for necessary quota cuts. Indications are that stocks are rebuilding. They backed the 
East coast closures to rebuild stocks and contributed money as an industry to restore the reefs, 
understanding that it would be a long-term commercial benefit. Several significant environmental 
benefits have been achieved over the last decade on the East coast. Ultimately Tasmanian 
Seafoods has a vision that Tasmania’s abalone stocks and reefs are restored and resilient.  
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Panel Discussion: Perspectives on our Understanding of Abalone 
Fisheries and what that means for a Sustainable Fishery 

Jeremy Prince presentation 
Dr Jeremy Prince, Adjunct Professor at Murdoch University, shared his knowledge and insights from 
working with abalone fisheries around the world since the 1980s, and opportunities for cost-effective 
monitoring and assessment of every abalone reef. Dr Prince is a leading expert in small-scale fisheries 
assessments and has fifteen years of experience with paua quota in New Zealand, as well as an interest 
in NSW abalone quota.  

Dr Prince began by noting the disappointment experienced in the decline of abalone over the last 
decade, following a 2012 Australian assessment that showed fifty years of sustained production from 
the Australian abalone fisheries. Tasmania is not alone in its abalone decline, with the conversion of 
California’s abalone fishery to an urchin fishery, and the reduction of TACs, area closures and 
development of recovery plans in South Australia and Western Australia. The successful rebuilding 
of stocks in NSW and western Victoria however can provide examples that can be used by Tasmania 
to successfully rebuild stocks where declines have occurred.  

The lack of uniformity and homogeneity in abalone populations have made abalone fisheries nearly 
impossible to manage. Abalone fisheries are comprised of small-scale, highly variable populations, 
termed ‘meta-populations’, with each barely connected composite population responding differently 
to well-intentioned but broad scale management interventions. With finite funding, this ‘tyranny of 
scale’ has complicated traditional reliance on otherwise standard regional-scale fisheries assessment 
methods conducted by government scientists. Dr Prince shared examples from Tasmania and New 
Zealand where size limits designed to work at broad scales were only effective in specific areas, and 
in some cases resulted in serial depletions of populations and fostered conflict between commercial 
and recreational fishers. While latitudinally growth rates and size of maturation are influenced by 
levels of dissolved oxygen through sea temperature, at finer scales growth and maturity are 
determined by water flow. A lack of understanding of fine scale variability can result in inappropriate 
size limits that only protect the most productive reefs, and do not reflect greater levels of depletion 

L to R: Dr Jeremy Prince, Keith Sainsbury, Ian Knuckey, Dr Craig Mundy (IMAS) 
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occurring in smaller-scale, sometimes unexamined populations, and reefs.  This can result in 
inaccurate and aggregated population estimates and trends. Providing fine-scale monitoring and 
assessment will better inform management interventions that can reverse the historic declines in 
abalone populations.  

Tools and methodologies exist to overcome the tyranny of scale and to cost-effectively assess every 
reef in real time. Reef by reef variation in abalone growth and maturity can be measured and profiled 
by monitoring the size of emerging abalone populations. Emerging abalone can qualitatively be 
identified by divers by the sizes of the clean, flat oval-shaped shells present on each reef, which 
indicate adolescent individuals that are emerging to join adult populations. Growth and maturation 
can be quantitatively predicted using the emergent length-frequency curve (Figure 3), where the size 
of maturity that would be estimated histologically is predicted half-way up the curve. Once the size 
of maturity is determined, multiplying the size of maturity by 1.2 provides an estimate for a size-limit 
that protects a minimum sustainable 20% of any reef’s reproductive potential. 

 
Figure 3: Emergent Length-Frequency curve to determine abalone size of maturity 

 

Geo-referenced catch-size composition data can be interpreted relative to the size of emergence 
determined on each reef, and used to estimate internationally bench-marked reference points for 
management, spawning potential ratio (SPR) and relative fishing pressure (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Example of cost-effective, reef by reef management approach 

These approaches provide simple, reliable and cost-effective alternatives to debates over CPUE 
trends and average size and density determinations, and from the overly crude biomass assessments 
historically undertaken using surveys of only a few patches of reef within an entire fishery. They can 
be applied in real time and can accurately inform regional management interventions by providing 
data about trends across all component reefs present in a fishery. Dr Prince referenced Hordyk et 
al. 2015 and Harford et al. 2019 as studies that demonstrate, at least in simulation, how length-based 
SPR can be used as a basis for harvest control rules inside harvest strategies.   

Ian Knuckey presentation 
Mr Ian Knuckey shared his perspective as an independent fisheries scientist on our understanding of 
what might be required to ensure sustainable Tasmanian abalone fisheries.  

At the moment, the primary abundance indicator in the abalone harvest strategy is commercial dive 
catch rates. However, as an index of abundance, dive catch rates can be impacted by many external 
environmental and management factors.  Acknowledging that it is a limited entry fishery, the major 
management tools for the fishery are size limits and TACs, but also block closures. The combined 
interaction of these management tools complicates the interpretation of dive catch rates as an index 
of abundance. When legal size limits are changed, this changes the amount of biomass available to the 
diver, with corresponding impacts on fishery catch rates.  It is important to look at the process behind 
the application of size limit and TAC tools under the harvest strategy, to ensure they work in 
harmony to achieve the objectives of protection of spawning biomass and reduction of the potential 
for serial depletion, while maintaining an economically viable fishery.  To this end, an established and 
consistent science-based approach for setting size limits is required, which will underpin the 
application of TACs in the harvest strategy.  

Although Tasmania has fishery-dependent catch and effort data that dates to the 1960s, this data 
provides insufficient spatial and temporal scales to effectively inform current management decisions 
on its own. Fortunately, Tasmania has invested heavily in its abalone fisheries science, particularly the 
requirement for mandatory dive loggers to provide fine-scale spatial and temporal effort data, as well 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0165783615000065?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0165783615000065?via%3Dihub
https://esajournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ecs2.2533
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as but fishery-independent monitoring programs.  The time-series of data available from the diver 
logger programs, together with fishery-independent abundance information on pre-recruits from 
“timed swim” surveys and post-settlement abundance from monitoring of habitat collectors is critical 
information for management of a dynamic, and spatially and temporally patchy resource such as 
abalone.  Moreover, it has been demonstrated to be quite cost-effective if good involvement of 
industry divers with scientists in these monitoring programs can be achieved.  

The big challenge for Tasmania now is determining how to use this data and available technology to 
establish long-term monitoring programs that inform stock assessment and management decisions in 
an improved harvest strategy. Commitment from industry, scientists, and managers to work 
constructively together to achieve this goal is critical.  Importantly, the fishery needs to improve 
recreational and indigenous involvement in management arrangements, particularly access and 
allocation considerations and clear understanding of the goals of these respective sectors and what 
is needed to achieve them. 

Craig Mundy presentation 
Dr Craig Mundy shared a variety of take-home messages surrounding our understanding of abalone 
fisheries, as well as key lessons learned from IMAS’s e-data (diver logger) programme. Take home 
messages include: 

• TACC reductions (2000-2019) were too little, too late. The harvest strategy needs to be changed 
to be more conservative and act sooner. 

• The absence of a precautionary approach and excessive optimism (e.g. the idea that abalone 
stocks could never collapse) were key misleading factors that led to the current state of stock 
decline observed in the fishery. 

• Industry can make important contributions to sustainability but must implement systems to 
account for conflicts of interest. Support from FRDC to empower industry in this area would be 
particularly helpful. 

• Empirical harvest strategies are successful and highly useful tools for fisheries management. 
• Access to high resolution spatial data has profoundly improved knowledge around and 

understanding of the abalone fishery, fishing patterns, and the ability for scientists to make 
recommendations for sustainability.  

IMAS’s e-data (dive logger) project is allowing scientists to model effort (measured in time, area and 
distance) as a function of a number of variables, rather than modelling catch rate which was the more 
traditional approach historically to understand influences on fisheries effort and catch. When time 
and area were modelled using the dive logger data, in 2017 twice as much time, and two and a half 
times as much area, were required for divers to obtain 100 kilograms of catch compared to 2012. As 
the fishery improved from 2017 to 2022, these time and area requirements decreased. Shifting the 
focus from effort in time to effort in area can reveal changes in dive behaviours, such as where divers 
decide to go and how much area they cover in response to changes in the fishery. When analysis was 
run on aspects of the fishery that were improving, catch rates were also hyperstable, showing that 
time as a measure of effort in the water is a biased metric of how much stock is there. Catch rates 
can also underestimate how good biomass is doing when stock condition is very good.  

When effort in time was modelled against a series of variables, analysis revealed that location, 
particularly whether an area is exposed or sheltered, and wave exposure, are important variables 
that affect catch rates and that diver experience in other areas measured were minor in comparison.  
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Diver logger data is also resulting in a better understanding of fleet behaviour. The e-data enables an 
understanding of the size and annual use of fishing grounds and changes through time which can help 
with monitoring use of important parts of the fishery, as well as understanding how the fishery is 
changing when rules are changed, such as size limits. 

Keith Sainsbury presentation 
Major challenges faced by the abalone fishery include localised depletion, hyperstability with some 
information from the fishery and times with years of high and low productivity. If not detected and 
corrected, localised depletion can occur and spread. Recovering depleted populations is possible, but 
slow. Information from commercial catch rates, GPS loggers and some fishery independent surveys 
in many cases do not provide high enough levels of sensitivity, which can result in hyperstability. 
Fisheries data is also often slow to reflect times of high and low productivity in the fishery, with 
resulting and dependent management decisions and changes consistently wrongly timed. Information 
is required to address these challenges in the abalone fishery.  

A harvest strategy should be developed using a variety of indicators that include fishery catch rates, 
density from GPS logger data, catch biomass and harvest fraction from GPS logger data and fishery 
independent surveys. Fishery catch rates are measured in the weight per hour fished for legal abalone; 
fishery catch density, using GPS logger data, is measured in the weight per area for legal abalone; 
fishery catch biomass, using GPS logger data, is measured in the tonnes of legal abalone; and the 
harvest fraction, using GPS logger data, is measured as the fraction of abalone caught out of the total 
available biomass. Fishery catch density is typically measured in the density of kilograms per hectare, 
from which it is possible to estimate the total hectares available of viable habitat area. The harvest 
fraction is calculated by converting the density into a biomass, and calculating the amount harvested 
compared to the total estimated biomass. The harvest fraction can then be compared against 
scientifically determined safe values for harvest fractions. Fishery independent surveys are used to 
measure legal, sexually mature and undersized abalone; their relative abundance (density), biomass 
and harvest fraction; and are often used as a leading indicator, possibly in the most important or most 
abundant abalone areas. Fishery-dependent and independent surveys should be compared against one 
another to best understand the available density, biomass and harvest fraction estimates for the 
fishery. 

The harvest strategy should be built considering all these measurements and understanding 
uncertainty present in all measurements. The prospective strategy should be tested using simulation 
testing, with the most preferred measurements forming the decision rule. Other measurements 
however should be used as background comparisons, to check for mistakes or other warnings that 
might show up in other measurements. 

Questions and Answers 
A workshop participant asked whether it was possible to use cameras on divers, coupled with 
artificial intelligence (AI), as a tool for information gathering. 

Cameras, particularly Go Pros, have been used worldwide in fisheries and on 
divers as a tool for information gathering, particularly in coral reef areas. An 
example was provided of work used in the sea cucumber fishery on the Great Barrier Reef, 
as well as some trials that are currently underway in Western Victoria using Go Pros and 
AUVs for transects. The cameras are typically cost-effective and can provide high resolution 
images that can be used to back up and verify reporting by the diver surveys. The key 
consideration around these technologies is contrasting between the object being 
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counted and its surrounding environment. Another participant also noted the use of 
visual imagery and radar as catch is brought aboard boats and for dive bags to size abalone 
and the catch going into bags and onto the decks of the vessels.   

The Aboriginal representative asked the panellists and the workshop participants why science is 
being used to support what is largely an export, commercial industry, with 90% of the 
fishery comprised of exports and most Tasmanians not actually reaping the benefits from this 
industry. The representative noted that it is important to decolonize the science and refocus on 
the social, cultural and environmental aspects of what it means to be sustainable.  

One panellist noted the dangers of the current abalone fishery being bound for failure under 
the current export regime noted by the Aboriginal representative. The panellist called upon 
their experience working with the indigenous Haida in British Columbia, whose fisheries 
focus was around governance, and changing from an ITQ system into an 
allocation based on area where people had their own gardens that they managed 
under traditional, gardening principles. The panellist also noted that when he published 
a paper around this alternative approach to fisheries management, he was considered a pariah 
in Australia for almost twenty years.  

Another panellist noted that science can be used to underpin a variety of social 
benefits. Science can be used to pursue a mixture of ends, not only commercial ends. 
The panellist referenced his experience with the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) for 
fifteen years in developing countries and fisheries around the world and noted the large variety 
of fisheries management approaches used around the world. He noted that Tasmania’s 
abalone fishery is comprised of three sectors: indigenous, recreational and commercial. The 
criticism is not against the science, but rather how to connect overall objectives 
around what to do with and how to use the science across different groups and 
sectors.  

A third panellist expanded on the previous point, by noting that no metrics exist in the 
harvest strategy that allow for measurements of what success means for the 
indigenous and recreational sectors. This is needed. Metrics of success for the 
commercial sector are relatively simple to measure and largely include tonnage and value. The 
harvest strategy needs to be returned to and reinvented to include the developing areas 
of social science and other metrics that include the indigenous and recreational 
sectors, with the question around what type of overarching indigenous harvest 
strategy framework can work across multiple fisheries. He noted work on a project 
in NSW that is looking at how to develop a framework for an indigenous harvest strategy 
that includes commercial fisheries. The indigenous fisheries sector will also need to determine 
and clarify what parts of the take are for cultural, recreational and commercial 
purposes, as ambiguity currently exists in this area.  

The IMAS representative noted that this discussion is largely a question of policy, and 
the importance of clarifying the policy objectives so that the science can be 
focused to deliver the policy objectives. Existing science and tools can be used to deliver 
different policy objectives. While science can be used to inform defined objectives, it is outside 
of the role of scientists to prioritize these objectives. As policy makers prioritize their 
objectives for different sectors, science can respond accordingly.  

Dr Dutton asked Prof Gardner to comment on economics and finance considerations around 
different fisheries sectors, given the nature of the previous discussion. 
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Prof Gardner shared that more information will be shared on this topic tomorrow. Economics 
and finance however are different topics. It is possible to have Maximum Economic 
Yield (MEY) for recreational and cultural fisheries. Economics deal with values, 
which are not necessarily financial. For example, when someone decides to fish 
recreationally, they are motivated by a value and decision that includes a cost-benefit ratio. 
Targets around MEY can be set for these different sectors. The challenge in abalone fisheries 
is that targets set will be different according to different sectors, as well as 
different fisheries including considerations around the levels of stock required to 
support the different targets.  

A panellist commented that when a resource is in a good state, very little conflict 
tends to exist across sectors as different sectors typically fished in different locations 
according to their respective needs noted by Prof Gardner. In the panellist’s experience, an 
indicator of decline of the overall resource is when conflict intensifies in areas 
where recreational and cultural sectors had always been, and commercial sectors 
were increasingly required to enter these locations in response to the need to access 
wider-ranging areas for a dwindling resource. 

The discussion concluded by noting the importance of rethinking sustainability in terms of 
satisfying cultural, recreational, and commercial sectors. 
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Breakout Session 2: What are your top priorities for improved 
future management of Tasmanian abalone stocks? 
Workshop participants were randomly numbered around the room into six groups and asked to 
discuss and identify their top priorities for the improved future management of Tasmanian abalone 
stocks. They were asked to report back their number one priority to the group following their 
discussions. Table 2 summarizes the top priorities reported by the groups. 

Group 
Number 

Top priority 

1 Improvement of communication among and across sectors, with all sectors informing the 
development and implementation of a harvest strategy with appropriate size limits. 

2 Acceleration of science and its implementation in management to quickly rebuild abalone 
stocks, particularly meta-population management and faster implementation of the 
scientific findings and technologies into the harvest strategy. 

3 An adaptive harvest strategy that encompasses aspirations of all sectors and is informed by 
science to promote resilient and sustainable stock. 

4 Clearly defined management objectives that are multi-sectoral and inclusive, with delegated 
responsibility to achieve responsive management. 

5 Inclusion of all available data to drive evidence-based decision making and contemporary 
policy frameworks, that include clear objectives from all sectors with timeframes for 
meeting these objectives. 

6 Development of goals for all sectors and building in measurable metrics, with more data 
from all sectors, to ensure that everyone can be at the table for that discussion. 

Table 2: Top priorities for improved management of Tasmanian abalone stocks, reported across the six workshop breakout groups 

Breakout Group 1: The first group identified the improvement of communication among and 
across sectors, with all sectors informing the development and implementation of a 
harvest strategy with appropriate size limits as the top priority for improved future 
management of Tasmanian abalone stocks. The group additionally discussed the importance of 
Centrostephanus control efforts and kelp reforestation, as well as creating stronger management 
buffers against the adverse impacts from climate change and modelling the impacts to stocks from 
marine heat waves. Mr Joey McKibben was the representative for this group. 

Breakout Group 2: The second group identified the acceleration of science and its 
implementation in management to quickly rebuild abalone stocks, particularly meta-
population management and faster implementation of the scientific findings and 
technologies into the harvest strategy, as the top priority for improved future management of 
Tasmanian abalone stocks. The group noted the importance of incorporating ten-years of data 
collection into the harvest strategy to inform management and reduce conflict and resource 
competition and cross-sectoral management issues. The group additionally discussed the importance 
of predictive tools such as the fishery-independent survey juvenile plates, the need for robust size 
limits for recreational and commercial sectors and the need for detailed data around recreational 
catch. Dr John Keane was the representative for this group. 
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Breakout Group 3: The third group identified an adaptive harvest strategy that encompasses 
aspirations of all sectors and is informed by science to promote resilient and sustainable 
stock as the top priority for improved future management of Tasmanian abalone stocks. The group 
also discussed the importance of resource sharing and a shared understanding of various sectoral 
benefits within an inclusive harvest plan, while acknowledging challenges of conflicting objectives and 
aspirations across sectors. They discussed the need for greater degrees of precaution with increasing 
levels of depletion; considering TAC instead of a more narrowly TACC-focused approach; the need 
for cryptic habitat research, PGY limits to catch based on historical averages or MSY estimates that 
are precautionary, fine-scale management, monitoring and assessment that includes sub-blocks, the 
implementation of size limits under the three-year rule, and community engagement. Ms Rosie 
Katunar was the representative for this group. 

 

Breakout Group 4: The fourth group identified clearly defined management objectives that 
are multi-sectoral and inclusive, with delegated responsibility to achieve responsive 
management as the top priority for improved management of Tasmanian abalone stocks. The group 
also discussed patience, resource sharing, spatially explicit management, a clear Centrostephanus 
policy that balances abalone and urchin fishery interests, a robust harvest strategy, improved size 
limits, precautionary LRPs across all sectors and engaged divers as other important areas for 
improved management in the future. Dr Jeremy Prince was the representative for this group.  

Breakout Group 5: The fifth group identified the inclusion of all available data to drive 
evidence-based decision making and contemporary policy frameworks, that include 
clear objectives from all sectors with timeframes for meeting these objectives as the top 
priority for improved management of Tasmanian abalone stocks. The group also discussed using 
science and ecosystem-based management approaches to examine species interactions with abalone, 
as well as clarification by the Aboriginal cultural fisheries sector around priorities for improved 
fisheries management as other important areas for improved management into the future.   Mr Jaime 
McAllister was the representative for this group. 
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Breakout Group 6: The sixth group identified the development of goals for all sectors and 
building in measurable metrics, with more data from all sectors, to ensure that everyone 
can be at the table for that discussion as the top priority for improved management for 
Tasmanian abalone stocks. The group also discussed the needs to: implement current science such 
as the diver logger data and work around hyperstability into management; ensure that the science 
including modelling efforts are transparently communicated with and accessible to all stakeholders 
and sectors; define opportunities for sectors to collaborate in abalone management efforts; learn 
from relevant case studies and experiences in other states and around the world such as Western 
Australia and Queensland; develop tools to collate catch data from all sectors to properly develop 
resource sharing; improve investment in and consideration of habitat for sustainable abalone stocks; 
and develop long-term commitments to well-designed fishery-independent data in the harvest 
strategy as other important areas for improved management into the future. Ms Sharna Rainer was 
the representative for this group.     
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Panel Discussion: Towards a New Abalone Harvest Strategy 
Panellists Dr Keith Sainsbury, Richard Little, Cathy Dichmont and Malcolm Haddon shared 
presentations around elements of what should comprise a new abalone harvest strategy and what 
processes can be improved upon in the development of a new harvest strategy. 

Keith Sainsbury presentation 
Dr Keith Sainsbury shared his experiences and insights as a scientist, fisheries manager, and 
commissioner with the Australian Fisheries Management Authority (AFMA) around what is needed 
to develop a harvest strategy. This includes what is needed to measure and calculate a harvest 
strategy, and how to use this information and review and discuss options.  

Dr Sainsbury outlined what is needed to measure and calculate a harvest strategy:  

• Calculate commercial catch rate and GPS logger density, in catch per time and per area fished. 
• Calculate biomass and harvest fraction using the GPS logger data, and assess whether the 

estimates are reasonable, sensible, and consistent. 
• Calculate density, biomass, and harvest fraction from Fishery Independent Surveys. Assess 

whether these are consistent with logger estimates. Surveys initially may be restricted to selected 
areas but can expand in the future.  

• Calculate indicators of fishing impacts on populations, such as the Spawning Potential Ratio (SPR), 
spatial management arrangements, and legal-size limits, from length and other biological 
data.  

This information is available such as through commercial catch rate data, GPS logger data, and fishery 
independent surveys. 

Dr Sainsbury summarized how to use this information:  

• Judge estimates for consistency, conflicts, and areas where ongoing comparisons or confirmation 
are needed, noting that uncertainty will be present in all the data.  

L to R: Dr Richard Little, Dr Cathy Dichmont, Dr Keith Sainsbury 
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• Agree upon management objectives, including stock rebuilding and maintenance aims and 
constraints.  

• Select preferred reference points, including targets, limits and “special circumstance” breakout 
criteria, including for undersize abalone.  

• Perform simulation tests (i.e. management strategy evaluation tests) prior to implementation to 
check and account for a range of uncertainties and drivers that will influence the intended harvest 
strategy.  

Once required data and estimates are collected, with the information used as outlined above, harvest 
strategy options should be reviewed and discussed, with these processes repeated if necessary. Dr 
Sainsbury concluded by reminding participants that sustainability remains the critical goal in the 
development of a harvest strategy. 

Richard Little presentation 
Dr Richard Little from CSIRO reviewed the current harvest strategy and shared his insights around 
it, acknowledging the many people who helped with and provided advice.  

The Tasmanian abalone harvest strategy is a comprehensive document, that includes social aspects. 
The review took a narrow interpretation of a harvest strategy, which focuses on why and how TACs 
are set, as defined under the national guidelines. A harvest strategy as defined by the guidelines, 
includes the identification of operational management objectives that identify the aims and goals for 
the fishery as well as limits that specify where stakeholders do not want the fishery to go. Harvest 
strategies require indicators to measure the status of the stock, reference points to define where the 
fishery should and should not be and represent the fishery objectives (i.e. target and limit reference 
points, respectively), and a monitoring and data collection programme to determine the status of the 
fishery and whether objectives have been achieved. A decision rule (i.e. harvest control rule) 
translates information from the data and monitoring programme to a TAC.  

Dr Little’s review of the Tasmanian Abalone Harvest Strategy revealed three main operational 
management objectives, with the first two explicitly identified and the third implicitly identified. These 
are: 1) maintain abalone stocks at or near target levels, 2) maintain recruitment and 3) avoid localised 
depletion. He stressed that it is important in a harvest strategy to explicitly state all objectives. The 
indicators used in the harvest strategy are fisheries-dependent catch rate (CPUE). These indicators 
are monitored at a spatial unit called a block. Catch rates are standardised and results input into a 
harvest control rule that is summed across all blocks to provide a total TAC. A spatial catch allocation 
constraint called the 80:20 rule is also embedded in the region. The harvest strategy is summarised 
in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Summary of Tasmanian Abalone Harvest Strategy, by Richard Little, CSIRO 

Dr Little’s review of the harvest strategy revealed that the limit reference point was not clearly 
defined. He reiterated Dr Sainsbury’s point about the importance of simulation testing the harvest 
strategy. Dr Little recommended that the new harvest strategy develop a strategy to 
manage hyperstability of CPUE in the fishery, to avoid the illusion that population levels are 
stable when they are not. The use of CPUE as a fishery-dependent indicator also does not detect 
changes in abundance or density in areas beyond where the fishery is looking. Dr Little also 
recommended that the harvest strategy should consider an objective to deal with climate 
change, including strategies such as climate forecasting. Hyperstability is also exacerbated in a 
changing climate as abalone aggregations shrink and expand with climate change. 

Cathy Dichmont presentation 
Dr Cathy Dichmont provided background for the workshop participants around the two major types 
of harvest strategies: a model-based harvest strategy and an empirical harvest strategy. She 
summarised key characteristics that an empirical harvest strategy aims to mimic from a model-based 
harvest strategy, and what components comprise these harvest strategies. An empirical harvest 
strategy puts together available information as indicators, whereas a model harvest strategy develops 
a model, like a stock assessment, where available data is fed into to inform a decision rule process 
and, ultimately, a TAC.  
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A model-based strategy determines the stock size relative to an identified good spot (i.e. a “target”) 
and an identified bad spot (i.e. a “limit”). The model and associated reference points will ultimately 
tell us where we are relative to where we do and do not want to be. The most important element 
of a stock assessment model that needs to be incorporated into an empirical strategy is the non-
static, responsive quality of a stock assessment model that is constantly learning and updating stock 
status and the reference points as it receives new data. In contrast, empirical strategies often are 
static and do not learn. As new data becomes available, empirical strategies become less and less 
relevant in their reflection of the stock status over time. Thus, the onus on reviewing an empirical 
harvest strategy is much higher compared to a model-based harvest strategy.   

A model-based harvest strategy provides the opportunity through assessment to forward-predict in 
short and medium-terms into the future. Lead indicators provide information around what is to come 
in a fishery, such as using density estimates of undersized animals and predicting what will happen to 
them in the future. Fishery-independent surveys provide information around lead indicators more 
than any other data source and are fundamental as they allow managers to act proactively rather than 
reactively. A lag indicator conversely provides information around what has happened to stocks in 
the past, and, as such, it can be challenging when only using lag indicators to interpret current stock 
status.  

It is also important for harvest strategies to be designed so that they follow “signals” and not “noise”. 
Many settings are developed in harvest strategies that assign relative weights to indicators (such as 
the number of years used in an index and smoothing) that aim to stop a harvest strategy from over 
or under-reacting. The statistical term for this is known as “wiggliness”, which is the degree of 
responsiveness in a model. Considerations around model wiggliness are related to efforts to find the 
correct balance between TAC stability versus TAC reactivity. It is important to change management 
only to the scale that is required, when it is required. Some harvest strategies can make a case for 
small amounts of change or can be too slow to change. It is important to balance the trade-off 
inherent between reacting in time and reacting too quickly or too slowly. This balance is reflected 
through terms such as the “relative weights of indicators” or “how much we smooth the data”. These 
are scientific terms that reflect considerations around degrees of wiggliness and balancing between 
TAC stability and reactivity.  

Finally, management evaluation or simulation testing is critical to test the developed harvest strategy 
and work to ensure that unexpected and/or unintended aspects of the strategy do not happen in real 
time. Harvest strategies will inevitably contain unexpected consequences that are not evident prior 
to testing. Simulation testing these strategies in advance of their implementation helps to avoid these 
consequences playing out in real fisheries, in real life. 
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Malcolm Haddon presentation 
Dr Haddon provided background around harvest 
strategies including what they are, major types of 
strategies and key considerations around harvest 
strategies.  

Harvest strategies consist of three main components: 1) 
Information/data to be used; 2) Explicit objectives, 
defined in terms of one or more measures of stock 
performance used to assess stock status; and 3) Decision 
rules that generate management advice (e.g. TAC, etc) 
from an estimated stock status. When defining a harvest 
strategy, it is necessary to be explicit about what 
information/data is required from the fishery to create the 
strategy to achieve the goals desired from the fishery. 
Objectives need to be defined and measurable in terms of 
stock performance. Harvest strategies take the 
information (data) that is required and put it through some 
form of analysis to gain a measure of stock status. Harvest 
controls are then used to translate the stock status into 
management advice. For example, catch rates might be 
transformed into scores with associated ratings to 
develop an aspirational catch for a statistical block. When 

these aspirational catches by block are summed, they provide a TAC for the fishery. The small-scale 
population structure of abalone fisheries present challenges where even at statistical block levels, 
estimates end up being summed across many independent and small populations. The GPS diver 
logger data has enabled identification of areas of persistent production with the aspiration that these 
areas can be assessed as parts of statistical blocks and summed to develop a TAC for a given 
management area. One of the advantages of a well-developed harvest strategy is that it doesn’t matter 
who has the information. If the harvest strategy is understood, it should always provide the same 
answer. Thus, repeatability is an essential part of a harvest strategy.   

Dr Haddon outlined three main types of harvest strategies: 1) Informal harvest strategies; 2) 
Empirical harvest strategies and 3) Formal harvest strategies. Informal harvest strategies are 
not testable, can have informal objectives and use intuitions gained from diving experience, are not 
easily repeatable, and depend upon who oversees/influences their development. While testable, 
empirical harvest strategies do not provide any formal stock assessment, with their decision rules 
operating directly on information available from the fishery (i.e. fishery-dependent data). While formal 
harvest strategies are testable, with objectives and stock status defined in terms of the outputs of 
mathematical stock assessment models, they are not suitable for producing management advice for 
abalone fisheries due to abalone’s complex spatial structure.  

Dr Haddon emphasized four key points that are essential for harvest strategies. Harvest strategies 
need to be: 1) Transparent, with full documentation and public availability of harvest strategy 
requirements, methods and objectives; 2) Repeatable, so that if provided the same information and 
understanding of the harvest strategy, anyone should be able to generate identical advice; 3) 
Defensible, with a harvest strategy available for review and performance monitoring, and, ideally, 
simulation tested for effectiveness; and 4) Not static and open to improvement while retaining the 
qualities of being documented, repeatable and defensible.     

Dr Malcolm Haddon 
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Dr Haddon provided workshop participants with a handout for reference that summarises 
information around harvest strategies. This is available in Appendix 4. 

Questions and Answers 
One workshop asked the panellists about how harvest strategy reference points, particularly 
targets, are determined.  

Dr Haddon replied that when the harvest strategy was under development, fisheries scientists 
spent a lot of time examining different target levels and levels at which catch were 
held over the last twenty-five years of available data to understand what catch 
rate worked well over the years according to industry. Scientists also tested various 
MSEs during this time to determine which ones behaved better. The lag time between 
settlement and recruitment can result in overshoot with the catch rate rising quickly before 
the harvest strategy responds and oscillation in the outcome of the harvest strategy. If the 
MSE is lowered, the oscillation decreases. As the current target is approached, it can also be 
changed with testing.  

Dr Little noted that the measured objectives of a harvest strategy should reflect the 
values present in the harvest strategy and thus is not a question for science. Science is 
quiet on what management should and should not do, whereas management objectives should 
capture these values within limits.  

Dr Dichmont shared that this question addresses difficulties present with an empirical harvest 
strategy. Even if objectives are defined, developing a reference point within indicators that fit 
the defined objectives is challenging, especially as objectives are presented in words and 
reference points are presented in numbers. Reference points are usually developed through 
several iterations, with all stakeholders involved. Asking simple questions such as 
defining really bad (limits) and really good (targets) can be a helpful start to begin 
to define upper and lower bounds. First the policy is set, with the objectives set 
against the policy, and then indicators developed to meet these objectives. The 
development of indicators requires many iterations which, while challenging for 
empirical models, has been done successfully by many fisheries.  

Dr Sainsbury noted that when multiple sectors are present with multiple objectives, 
these complicated considerations that Dr Dichmont outlined are then multiplied, 
adding to the challenges of defining indicators.  

Another workshop participant asked to hear more about simulation tests that have occurred 
for the current harvest strategy.  

Dr Haddon replied that there have been three MSEs, with, in his opinion, the latest as a 
great improvement over the other two. The scientists were testing how to make the harvest 
strategy work. At the start, they were essentially trying to invent a brand-new way of managing 
that would meet the four key points that he described in his presentation earlier, and 
particularly that it would be repeatable and defensible. South Australia, for example, had 
a harvest strategy that was implemented without testing and ended up being a failure. They 
treated all their performance measures with equal weight. The scientists in Tasmania decided 
to instead test a wider range of weights and different ways of applying the harvest 
strategy with performance measures for outcomes. This included whether a harvest 
strategy recovered, maintained stock, and consideration around the variability of outputs. 
Copies of these previous studies are available. The second study was focused on the 
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importance of legal minimum limits for localised protection, given the unique 
situation of meta-populations of abalone stocks.  

A workshop participant addressed the four main objectives present in the Tasmanian abalone harvest 
strategy and asked whether objectives two through four in the harvest strategy (2) ensure 
use of abalone resource provides appropriate benefits to the community; 3) minimize harmful 
ecosystem impacts and 4) practice good governance) should be dropped.   

Dr Dichmont replied that it depends upon the objectives of the policy and that, in her view, 
all of them are still relevant. In many fisheries, not all of these objectives would be in a 
harvest strategy. Good governance is usually not in a harvest strategy, other than indirectly, 
through ensuring that the harvest strategy is safe, for health and safety considerations. This is 
usually something that is implicitly present in a strategy rather than explicit. All of them are 
relevant, but not necessarily absolutely in the strategy as an indicator.  

Dr Little shared that it is helpful to think of the current harvest strategy as a broader 
management plan with the objectives and indicators as part of this plan. The harvest 
strategy should specify how and why TAC is set.   

A participant asked if target levels are defined in the harvest strategy.  

Dr Little replied that target levels are implicit in the document. Digging a little more 
and talking to the scientists involved with the harvest strategy is required to understand what 
the target levels are. The targets represent a range of some sort of combination and 
trends of the catch rates. While not obvious, this is how they are currently represented 
in the document. The target is a catch rate, with the hope that a defined catch rate reflects 
a good biomass. Dr Haddon added that the current MSE is testing the effect of the hyper-
stability of catch rates and this is a clear demonstration of this. The current MSE is testing 
what is really happening when catch rates increase. Dr Little added that catch rates reflect 
the available biomass to the fishery. When the legal minimum length is changed, the biomass 
available to the fishery changes. This biomass is also different from spawning stock biomass. 
Dr Sainsbury added that a longer list of indicators was included so that the 
assumptions present, and dangers of using catch rates, can be tested in multiple 
ways. It is important to look at some of the assumptions present and be alerted when 
circumstances start to go wrong. He reiterated the importance of testing in these 
circumstances.  

One participant asked if, under a higher target CPUE, is it possible to observe hyperstability 
that leads to gradually improved biomass until BMSY, versus say a lower target CPUE 
that leads to hyperstability leading to a gradual depletion.  

Dr Haddon replied that instabilities exist including the inherent time lag which complicates 
estimates. If we can understand hyperstable catch rates far better, then while they 
are less informative, they are still informative. A need exists for quality catch rate 
data for this to remain informative. Dr Sainsbury shared that it is possible to have a 
population stabilize in some way that it was not intended to stabilize, which reflects the 
uncertainty present in harvest strategies. The scientists highlighted that the intent is to rebuild 
a fishery, which a good harvest strategy can do. Dr Dichmont also shared the importance 
of a good fishery-independent survey, noting the challenges and uncertainties with using 
catch rate data.   

A participant asked if examples exist in Australia or internationally where harvest strategies 
have successfully responded to the complex and various ambitions of multiple sectors.  
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Dr Sainsbury replied that yes, there are examples of this, including in Canadian and New 
Zealand models that are dealing with multiple use approaches5. WA has some promising 
schemes underway. Dr Haddon added that in some cases, it is up to the objectives in the 
policy to define priorities in the strategy according to conflicting interests across 
different sectors. Policy decisions are required to address these conflicts across sectors and clarify 
the values and objectives for the strategy. 

 

 

 

  

 
5 Examples of harvest strategies that have successfully incorporated commercial, recreational, and indigenous sectors 
can be found in the following reports:  

Mazur, K., A. Bath, J. Savage and R. Curtotti (2020) Allocating fish stocks between commercial and 
recreational fishers: Examples from Australia and overseas. Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics 
and Sciences. Research report 20.4. 17pp. https://daff.ent.sirsidynix.net.au/client/en_AU/search/asset/1030302/0 

Australian Law Reform Commission (2010) Australian Legislation on Hunting, Fishing and Gathering: An Overview. 

https://www.alrc.gov.au/publication/recognition-of-aboriginal-customary-laws-alrc-report-31/35-aboriginal-hunting-
fishing-and-gathering-rights-current-australian-legislation/australian-legislation-on-hunting-fishing-and-gathering-an-
overview/ 

Sutherland, J. (2000) The Coexistence of Sustainable Development and Aboriginal Fishing Rights in Canada Indigenous 
Law Bulletin 18 http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/IndigLawB/2000/32.html 

Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) (2020) The right to fish 
https://aiatsis.gov.au/right-fish 
 

https://daff.ent.sirsidynix.net.au/client/en_AU/search/asset/1030302/0
https://www.alrc.gov.au/publication/recognition-of-aboriginal-customary-laws-alrc-report-31/35-aboriginal-hunting-fishing-and-gathering-rights-current-australian-legislation/australian-legislation-on-hunting-fishing-and-gathering-an-overview/
https://www.alrc.gov.au/publication/recognition-of-aboriginal-customary-laws-alrc-report-31/35-aboriginal-hunting-fishing-and-gathering-rights-current-australian-legislation/australian-legislation-on-hunting-fishing-and-gathering-an-overview/
https://www.alrc.gov.au/publication/recognition-of-aboriginal-customary-laws-alrc-report-31/35-aboriginal-hunting-fishing-and-gathering-rights-current-australian-legislation/australian-legislation-on-hunting-fishing-and-gathering-an-overview/
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/IndigLawB/2000/32.html
https://aiatsis.gov.au/right-fish
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Panel Discussion: Recap of Day 1 Discussions 
A panel discussion included reflections from a variety of workshop participants around what they had 
learned from the workshop so far, and what they think is still missing from workshop presentations 
and discussions.  

Bryan Denny recap 
Mr Bryan Denny identified a feeling of “us” in the room (i.e. Indigenous, recreational and commercial 
sectors all represented and participating), as contrasted to a feeling of “us and them” related to the 
experience historically of Indigenous people and the sector frequently being viewed or included as 
an afterthought in commercial and recreational fishery management decisions. The shared objective 
in the room is to make the abalone industry better than it currently is. The old FRAG system should 
be returned to, with invitations extended not only to industry people, but also to recreational and 
indigenous sectors, and anyone with any real interest in the fishing world. The issues around localised 
depletion are highly recognised, whereas how we work through fixing those issues is a larger, more 
complicated issue that is dependent upon the collection of scientific data to understand what is 
happening in the fishery. Stock level depletion levels can be slower than what is typically considered 
because of the practice of continually revisiting different reef systems. Evidence exists around the 
state of historically large fish, including from middens, which highlights the need to look toward and 
include traditional knowledge in fisheries management decisions. A balance in the ecosystem is also 
required, with the need to examine stock data from other fisheries including scale fish and rock 
lobster, and whether these other fisheries have an impact on abalone stocks because of predation, 
particularly for juvenile and small, cryptic abalone. We need to better understand how much of stock 
levels are being predated by other species. Discussions around profit sharing from the industry, 
including from the dive and harvest sectors have been missing from workshop discussions, including 
where these profits end up. Finally, real time reporting on fishing boats is required and has been 
missing from workshop discussions.  

  

L to R: Bryan Denny, Joey McKibben, Ian Cartwright, Lynn Mason (TACL) 
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Joey McKibben recap 
Mr Joey McKibben highlighted the need for the stock assessment process to be more inclusive to 
everyone outside of the commercial fishery. Like many Tasmanian and Australian fisheries, the 
abalone fishery is under constant fire from social media and other media outlets which highlights the 
need for a greater involvement from the fisheries sector in communications and media to improve 
public understanding of and support for the fishery. The stock assessment process also needs to be 
more extensive in its scope. When the first 20% decline is observed on a catch graph, the actual 
situation in the fishery is far worse than what is reflected. Every diver and quota holders need to 
understand that this first 20% decline probably reflects something much worse, like a 50% or so 
decline. While the sky is the limit with the develop of a harvest strategy including necessary 
information gathering, questions remain around total costs, budget and whether the investments 
being made in the harvest strategy are cost-effective.  

Ian Cartwright recap 
Mr Ian Cartwright began by thanking Dr Dutton and his team for their work in organizing and 
implementing the workshop. The workshop came out of the Abalone Fisheries Advisory Committee 
(AbFAC) and, while a smaller workshop was initially envisaged, this larger workshop has already 
proven to be a success. The review of the Act offers a significant opportunity for more timely and 
responsive decision making and can remove decision making burdens from the Minister by devolving 
appropriate decisions to fisheries managers.  

While it has been noted that too little was done too late in respect of addressing abalone stock 
declines, it is important to remember that tough management decisions on the East and West coasts 
were recommended by the FAC and taken by the Minister. This led to CPUE increases on the East 
coast observed in some blocks before a reversal occurred following heat wave and storm events. 
With hindsight, perhaps not enough was done early enough to address stock declines.  

The various roles provided by scientists, policy makers and industry in advising decision makers need 
to be clearly recognised. Ian suggested four key sources of advice required to inform decision making 
in support of a healthy abalone fishery: 

1) Clear science advice is required. This advice should be combined with a full explanation to 
industry as to why an individual diver/fisher’s viewpoint based on personal observations might 
not accord with a fisheries assessment. Dr Haddon’s four points around transparency, 
repeatability, defensibility and non-static, continuous improvement are all messages that need to 
be shared to improve confidence in science advice, including in support of harvest strategy 
development.  

2) Clear policy advice is required. NRE Tas represents the community. As the abalone resource 
belongs to the community, very clear policy advice is required based on public interest. This 
should include advice around resource sharing, and balancing abalone and Centrostephanus 
fisheries interests.  

3) Clear management advice is required. Throwing insoluble challenges to stakeholders, 
including the FAC, with little guidance and expecting consensus to emerge tends to lead to lowest 
common denominator advice/decisions. Managers should examine all options available, decide 
on a draft position that best balances stakeholder interests, and consult with stakeholders on 
that draft (default) position.   

4) Variation in Industry advice offers the greatest challenge in obtaining unified views 
around an issue. This variation can be reduced with industry are responding to default positions. 
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GPS dive logger data can be helpful in informing and supporting industry advice and more use 
should be made of this information.   

The harvest strategy needs to consider inclusion of operational social and economic 
objectives, including indicator to measure success and track where the fisheries benefits flow to. If 
such objectives are not measurable and deliverable, then they are likely better outlined in a policy 
document than in a harvest strategy. Conservative limits need to be set, which can be difficult 
when productivity may have changed, with precautionary limits to avoid localized depletion and 
extinctions. Resource sharing is challenging but necessary noting different sectoral objectives. 
Technical improvements such as spatial and other logger data should be more formally incorporated 
into the harvest strategy. Dr Sainsbury’s use of multiple indicators is important as it provides multiple 
lines of evidence to support a chosen strategy and provides greater certainty that the fishery is on 
the right track.    

More understanding is required between sectors, including cross-representation on FACs and 
a need to respect the sensible views of the (silent) majority and those of RecFAC, AbFAC and 
TARFish. Mr Cartwright noted Ms Gallican’s excellent presentation in this regard, and her 
acknowledgement that small amounts of recreational catch from recreational populations can cause 
damage. Fishery closures in the event of severe depletion should apply to all sectors. A 
precautionary approach is important and requires that strong management is taken early, even 
with uncertain data. Science advice is not always concise with respect to e.g. a TACC and is expressed 
in ranges of catches with associated risks.  It is important that government, on behalf of the 
community, makes decisions that minimise the risk of significant resource depletion.  

While conservative decisions, taken early are costly in the short term, they are the only way to avoid 
a fishery collapse like the example provided in California, and to build a healthy resource for the 
benefit of all fishers and stakeholders.  

Lynn Mason recap 
Ms Lynn Mason learned many new things about the fishery from the scientific research perspective. 
The most interesting aspect for her was the descriptions of the meta-populations and why these 
present such a challenge for fishery management, including the comparison made to collections of 
swimming pools, and how large parts of the state can vary significantly from other parts, with the 
small populations that are similar not necessarily adjoining. Technology exists to assist divers to stay 
within the rules and that the rules themselves protect the fishery. It is important to continue to use 
the best tools available to enhance the fishery moving forward. The Tasmanian abalone fishery is a 
long way ahead of other fisheries, with encouraging work occurring around crypto populations and 
breeding rates that present opportunities to continue to work toward the sustainable, long-term 
management of the fishery. Definitions and descriptions shared by workshop panellists around what 
a harvest strategy is and how they are developed, as well as descriptions around hyperstability were 
interesting and very helpful.  

Active cooperation is still required between sectors. The current management structure that 
encourages competition between divers is detrimental and not a constructive way to support a 
sustainable industry. The discussions around fisheries-independent surveys and the role that they 
should play was interesting, important, and highlighted that these surveys are well worthwhile. More 
conversations and improved management are required around addressing complexities inherent in 
management around recreational and cultural sectoral takes. From a quota holders’ perspective, 
despite the many advantages of the quota system, there is at least one bank in Tasmania that will not 
accept quota as collateral which presents concerns for the industry and the security of its value. Lynn 
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concluded by noting the multitude of benefits shared from conversations around the room in the 
workshop. 

Close and Plans for Day 2 
Dr Dutton concluded the first day of the workshop by discussing the value of the knowledge shared, 
and how this knowledge can inform historical perspectives of the fishery, as well as opportunities for 
turnaround points with a couple of different paths available looking ahead. The willingness of 
stakeholders to engage across different sectors, acknowledge shared challenges and differences in 
interests and perspectives, and commit to undertaking actions that support better management 
moving forward create positive foundations in the work to rebuild abalone stocks.  

Dr Dutton foreshadowed the workshop agenda for the next day. He invited workshop participants 
to attend the evening reception, followed by the presentation and discussion of the draft 
Centrostephanus management strategy by CSIRO’s Dr Cameron Fletcher. 
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Day 2: Wednesday, 13 April 
Dr Dutton introduced the second day of the workshop, and the need to better understand the 
impacts of climate change upon Tasmania’s abalone habitat and stocks. 

Presentation: How is climate change affecting Tasmania’s abalone 
habitat and stocks? 

Richard Little presentation 
Dr Richard Little from CSIRO shared a presentation on behalf of Dr Alistair Hobday who has been 
driving CSIRO’s climate change fisheries research over the past decade or more. Dr Hobday and Dr 
Little are interested in untangling the effects of management and climate, and climate effects on 
fisheries ecosystems.  

Examination of sea surface temperatures (SST) over the last decade showed huge areas of the ocean 
where SSTs exceeded their ranges of recently measured variability. Looking into the future, models 
have shown that under the best and most hopeful scenarios, 1.5 degrees Celsius will be reached by 
2057. Worst-case scenario models show reaching 1.5 degrees Celsius in the next ten to fifteen years. 
Changes in climate include increased variability for events like floods, marine heat waves and cyclones. 
Currents in Tasmania that are influenced by climate change include the East Australian Current in 
eastern Tasmania and the South Australian Current in western Tasmania. Changing water 
temperatures and climate change will also influence the convergence of these two currents to the 
north of Tasmania in the future. Since documentation of range shifts was first reported in 2003, 198 
range extensions to the south have been documented in Tasmania that cover nine phyla, or high-level 
taxonomic classifications, that include molluscs and finfish. The range shift of Centrostephanus to 
Tasmanian waters and the higher catches of snapper in the north are examples of these range shifts. 
87.3% of the range extensions documented are shifting poleward. 

A changing climate future of fisheries includes three main considerations around 1) 
environmental challenges to fisheries from climate change (e.g. warming) and extreme events 
(e.g. marine heatwaves); 2) biological changes including changes in abundance (e.g. survival 
changes), range (e.g. new species) and disease (e.g. new pathogens) and 3) socio-economic 
challenges including resource sharing between recreational, commercial and cultural fisheries 
sectors, the development of domestic and international markets, community considerations around 
values of the fishery and possible fisheries certification; and competition from other industries such 
as renewables, oil and gas.  

A 2020 assessment of Australian fisheries management document showed that while many documents 
mention climate change, very few documents articulate how to act to address climate change 
pressures and impacts for both multi and single-species fisheries. Five priority actions 
for the critical climate decade ahead include: 1) the incorporation of climate change 
considerations into assessment and management frameworks; 2) the development of adaptation 
options, including the use of forecasting and management models to 3) test adaptation options; 4) 
faster data collection; and 5) providing information faster. CSIRO is active with climate forecasting 
work that includes the forecasting of future seasons about four months in advance. CSIRO 
has also developed a handbook for the adaptation of fisheries management to climate change. Looking 
ahead to 2030, success is multi-faceted and includes adaptation to change and meeting a 

https://research.csiro.au/cor/wp-content/uploads/sites/282/2021/07/Climate_Adaptation_Handbook_Updated_June11_2021_WEB.pdf
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diverse set of objectives including maintaining: the environment, catch, domestic supply, profits, 
exports, employment, fish quality, ecosystem services, food supply and security, economic prosperity 
and a balance of trade, social well-being, and human health. 

Craig Mundy presentation 
Dr Craig Mundy, from UTAS’s IMAS, shared knowledge around climate change and its impacts on 
abalone. He began by noting the need to better understand how target species will respond to a 
changing and warming climate. Dr Mundy is in communication with Norman Reyes from New Zealand 
to develop this work.  

As water temperature warms with a changing climate, heat lowers oxygen availability. Monitoring of 
water temperatures and oxygen around Tasmania have shown changes observed in temperature 
and oxygen, but only small changes thus far (no order of magnitude changes have been observed). As 
the water temperature warms, the standard, resting metabolic rate (i.e. the energy required to do 
nothing) naturally increases with increased temperature. Aerobic scope examines physiological 
temperatures for a range of animals, mostly fish, and represents the space between the standard, 
resting metabolic rate and the maximum metabolic rate. Aerobic scope information is rare for 
abalone as it is challenging to examine. Aerobic scope ranges are bound by lower and upper critical 
temperatures where, if reached or passed, the animal dies. Aerobic scope includes identification of 
an optimal temperature for animals, which will vary for abalone along the coast depending upon 
where populations are present. Warmer and longer summers, which are increasingly observed with 
climate changes, push the aerobic scope temperature closer to critical temperatures where animals’ 
surplus energy reserves decline. Just before reaching the extreme critical temperature, an animal will 
stop investing energy in reproduction, and then will stop investing energy in growth, only maintaining 
energy for movement, and staying alive. As summer temperatures warm with changes in climate, we 
can expect to see more abalone experiencing these pressures and dying. Heat additionally influences 
abalone attachment and locomotion through its disruption of the metabolism of amino acids 
which are required for mucus production (about a quarter of food energy is used to produce mucus) 
and osmoregulation, which may compromise abalone crawling and adhesion strength.  

Water movement is critical for abalone gas exchange, including the intake of oxygen, and waste 
removal as water flows through abalone gills and over abalone body surfaces. When little to no water 
movement occurs, ammonia builds up under the abalone shell which increases oxygen demand and 
depresses the abalone’s immune system.  

Key effects of warming include increases in water temperatures and decreases in dissolved oxygen 
and water movement. More energy is required for abalone for maintenance with less energy inputs.  

Direct warming impacts upon abalone include: 

• Increases in:  
o resting metabolic rate,  
o energy required for defence (e.g. heat shock proteins),  
o anaerobic metabolism, and 
o oxidative stress; and 

• Decreases in: 
o food quantity and quality (e.g. kelp tends to be less nutritious with warmer water 

temperatures, resulting in less nutrients available for abalone consuming algae), 
o appetite, 
o energy available for immune and other stress responses, and 
o weaker attachment, movement and feeding.  
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The largest abalone are found in Tasmania’s south and southwest, where conditions optimally support 
the highest production, largest and fastest growing abalone. Two aquaculture studies showed that 
the optimal abalone production exists in Tasmania’s north, which ultimately reflected abalone sourced 
for the study from the Bass Strait and can be unintentionally misleading as to where optimal abalone 
conditions are actually present.  

Examination of the spatial distribution of heat wave events, including across seasons and the 
maximum and minimum duration and intensity of heat wave events showed an overall similar number 
of summer events on Tasmania’s east and west coasts, and approximately the same medium duration 
and maximum intensity of events. Observations and reports of super stressed animals and dying 
animals, and subsequent patterns observed, are common on the East Coast during and following 
these events. These are generally not observed on the West Coast, despite both coasts experiencing 
similar heat wave events. This is due to the reliable and frequent wave action (water motion) on the 
West Coast, which maintains a wave regime that is an order of magnitude higher than on the East 
Coast. These observations and findings highlight the importance of water motion in buffering against 
impacts from heat wave events. 

Questions and Answers 
A participant asked if setting TACs later in the year might help to allow for a buffer against 
some of the impacts from heat waves. 

Dr Little responded that this is a great idea, with unknown challenges around how to 
specifically carry this out. Dr Mundy added that using signals of heat wave stresses such 
as through metabolic profiles and signature proteins, scientists can typically anticipate whether 
a heat wave event will occur by the end of March. Setting TACs over the year could 
help with overall management efforts to adaptively manage with climate change 
impacts. 
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Panel Discussion: What is needed to rebuild and sustain healthy 
abalone stocks in the context of a changing global climate? 

Caleb Gardner presentation 
Prof Caleb Gardner, from UTAS’s IMAS, shared a summary of the framework that IMAS is preparing 
around the social and economic performance of Tasmania’s abalone fishery, for Tasmanian Aboriginal 
fishers and communities, the Tasmanian community, and all harvesting sectors (cultural, commercial 
and recreational).  

Part of the framework includes identification of benefits to marine resource users. The 
economic value of recreational fisheries is not best measured by expenditure. People typically 
choose to fish recreationally because they enjoy the activity so recreational fishery performance is 
better measured as enjoyment or quality of recreational fishing.  In the same way the performance 
of commercial fishing is best measured by profit rather than revenue, expenditure or tonnage.  

IMAS is running a FRDC research project to examine who Tasmanian recreational fishers are, how 
they combine or separate fishing activities, what they seek from fishing, and how they can best be 
engaged in ‘fishing for the future’. While it is possible to quantify levels of enjoyment of 
recreational fishing using surveys, these can be resource intensive. IMAS is developing proxy 
measures such as the number of people going fishing and the number of fishing days, under the 
assumption that people will not fish recreationally if they are not enjoying themselves. Success rates 
are used as another proxy measure, under the assumption that the activity is more enjoyable with 
success, and less enjoyable with no success (e.g. no fish caught is a bad day fishing). Data is extracted 
from the annual Abalone Phone-Diary survey and wash up and the National Recreational Fishing 
Survey.  

The commercial sector of the abalone industry directly contributes to the Tasmanian economy 
through initial spending (e.g. wages and inputs such as fuel) into other Tasmanian economic sectors, 
with indirect, flow-on effects through re-spending by Tasmanian households and businesses.  
Indicators for economic contributions from commercial fisheries include the gross value of 
production and contributions to household incomes.  

L to R: Dean Lisson, Keith Sainsbury, Caleb Gardner (IMAS), Matt Bradshaw (NRE Tas) 
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Compared to other Tasmanian fisheries and aquaculture sectors, the proportion of the gross value 
of production that actually finds its way into household incomes is very small, because this is an 
efficient fishery (e.g. highly effective dive programs, minimal operating costs including labour) with a 
very small number of participants compared to the amount of money that is generated.  

As employment benefits and contribution to household income from the fishery are so minor, the 
more important aspect of whether the fishery contributed to the Tasmanian economy and 
community is a function of where the resource rent payments flow.  These rent payments are fully 
private in this fishery.  Figure 6 summarizes economic contributions from the commercial abalone 
fisheries sector. 

 
Figure 6: Estimates of economic contributions from Tasmania’s commercial abalone sector6 

The deed of agreement for Tasmania’s abalone fishery conflicts with normal ITQ theory in that it has 
a stated objective of MSY (ie maximum catch), rather than MEY (ie maximum profit). That is, the 
deed requires management to reduce commercial profits in favour of higher catch.   

A challenge for management going forwards is that the levels of biomass and catch that correspond 
to MSY (or MEY) for the commercial fishery are different to those for recreational and Indigenous 
fishers.  This means that biomass levels targeted to be optimal for one sector will inevitably be sub-
optimal for other sectors.    

Commercial sectors typically aspire to 48-50% of biomass for commercial MEY, but recreational 
economic yield is maximised with much higher stock levels because of fishing effort occurs in smaller, 
more concentrated areas (Figure 7). Aboriginal cultural economic yield is maximised at higher levels 
of biomass again (Figure 7). So, which does management choose?  It’s not possible to have all sectors 
accessing the same region without sacrificing economic yield from one sector to the benefit of others.  
Choices need to be made.   

 
6 Estimates of economic contributions from the Aboriginal and recreational abalone sectors are not available. Estimates 
of economic contributions from recreational fishing for all species in Tasmania will be available June 2022. 
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Figure 7: Anticipated levels of stock requirements for MEY and MSY (per the deed) for different abalone fisheries sectors 

In summary, main messages include: 

• The abalone fishery represents an extreme of high revenue and low, indirect economic flows 
• Most of the gross revenue is private resource rent (unusual) 
• Required biomass levels to deliver MSY (per the deed) will be almost the same as levels that 

deliver MEY (also unusual)  
• MEY for non-commercial users always occurs at higher stock levels (Figure 76) 
• Climate change reduces fishery productivity with impacts driving higher required MSY levels 

A workshop participant asked Prof Gardner if it is possible to achieve different required MSY levels across 
sectors under spatial management measures where different sectors access different fishing grounds.  

Prof Gardner responded that yes, there’s no other solution that doesn’t involve harming one sector 
to benefit others. 

Dean Lisson presentation 
Mr Dean Lisson, from Abalone Council Australia Ltd, summarized climate change impacts on the 
abalone industry and how the industry has responded to climate changes. Climate change has already 
significantly impacted the productivity of all five Australian abalone fisheries, including Tasmania’s 
abalone fishery, including compromising the financial security and future of abalone stakeholders, and 
the coastal and regional communities where they work and live. Total Australian abalone production 
declined from 4,450 tonnes in 2011 to 2,100 tonnes in 2021/22, which represents a 53% decline in 
national production volume over the last decade. National abalone gross value product (GVP) 
declined from $220 million to $105 million. The reduction in abalone fishery productivity is partially 
to significantly attributed to various climate induced challenges which include warm water and storm 
events in 2010 and 2016, the southerly range extension of Centrostephanus, and other climate 
induced environmental factors that have impacted general reef health around Tasmania’s 5,000 kms 
of coastline.  

National research and development projects that have been implemented to respond to these climate 
change impacts include:  

• Monitoring juvenile abundance following removal of Centro (2017/409) 
• Urchin waste valorization (2016/208) 
• Rebuilding abalone populations to limit impacts of urchins and AVG (2014/224) 
• Perkinsus management & mitigation (2020/004) - Perkinsus is a disease that occurs in warmer 

parts of abalone fisheries and is a local occurrence that is related to warming waters. 
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• Abalone viral ganglioneuritus (2018/057 & 2021/076) - biotoxin management including around 
toxic algal blooms. While it hasn’t been a major issue in the last couple years, it was a major 
issue 8-10 years ago and it might become a major issue in the future.  

• Abalone stock enhancement (2019/110) 
• Accelerating greenlip recovery in SA using hatchery reared juveniles (2020/116) 
• Biotoxin related projects (2017/225 & 2010/773) 
• SafeFish (2015/212 & 2021/018) - entity that provides technical advice to maintain access to 

international markets.  

Interested participants can visit the website www.abalonecouncil.com.au to learn more about these 
projects.  

Within a Tasmanian context, actions should be taken to address abalone resource productivity and 
value-adding for socio-economic activities. While limited scope exists to mitigate future storm and 
warm water events, efforts to mitigate impacts from Centrostephanus continue to be important in 
the short to medium term. These mitigation activities include providing ongoing support to the urchin 
industry; extending the Centro harvest subsidy in the southern zone, especially in areas that are 
challenging for urchin divers to work; supporting ongoing market development and waste valorisation 
opportunities for Centrostephanus (e.g. True South initiatives); and extending the Abalone Industry 
Reinvestment Fund (AIRF) beyond the current Deed term.  

With the total values of abalone production expected to remain low, activities that aim to add value 
to every abalone are critical to ensure that the highest possible returns are received from every 
abalone harvested in Australian abalone fisheries. Value-adding activities need to be added to a 
marketing strategy, with a shift from a commodity-based trading approach to a premium market 
brand approach. Selling abalone by the gram and not by the kilogram is a key value-adding 
action that can be taken to support the abalone fisheries into the future. 

Keith Sainsbury presentation 
Dr Sainsbury summarized what is required to rebuild and sustain healthy abalone stocks in the 
context of a changing climate. Rebuilding abalone stocks requires a greater precautionary 
approach, and usually with lower catch than historically. Recognizing that stock rebuilding will take 
several years, specific requirements for amounts of stocks to be rebuilt and the associated time 
requirements should be clearly included in management plans and arrangements. Rebuilding stocks 
will also require political and cross-sectoral understanding and support. The number of stock 
rebuilding indicators needs to be increased, reported, and cross-referenced against one 
another. Indicators include fishery-dependent indicators (commercial catch rates, GPS logger 
density and biomass, harvest fraction), fishery-independent indicators (commercial density, biomass and 
harvest fraction; spawning density and biomass; undersized animals) and stock-depletion indicators (e.g. 
Spawning Potential Ratio). Examinations of consistencies and inconsistencies across the variety of 
indicators will lead to the selection of primary indicators and a default decision rule based on the 
primary indicators, adjusted as necessary by a described process.  

Sustaining healthy abalone stocks will require maintenance of the intended harvesting level, at target 
biomass or target indicators (e.g. through catch rate, logger or survey density and biomass, harvest 
fraction or Spawning Potential Ratio). It will also require continued reporting and comparison of the 
various indicators for consistency, and adjustment as necessary using a described process. Cross-sectoral 
support and understanding of abalone management measures is additionally required.  

https://www.abalonecouncil.com.au/
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Tasmania is in a global climate change hot spot. Looking ahead to the future we can expect 
to see higher amounts of disease, introduced species (e.g. fish, invertebrates, habitats, etc), physical shocks 
(e.g. increases in temperatures, storm events), and changes in abalone biology and ecology. 
Continued comparison of the various indicators available around the status of abalone 
stocks, and not just the indicators used in the primary fishery decision rules, is critical 
to detect unforeseen changes and prepare management responses for likely changes 
including adaptive management responses to change in the harvest strategy. It is also 
important to exercise caution when using empirical harvest strategies as data from the past will act 
as a weaker guide into the future as the status of abalone stocks change with a changing climate. 
While climate change considerations are increasingly incorporated into management decisions, other 
issues such as overfishing remain and should also remain at the forefront of management efforts that 
work toward a long-term, sustainable abalone fishery.  

A workshop participant asked if, rather than targeting a specified catch rate, if we should instead be setting 
targets for changes in, or a changing catch rate, to ensure continual fisheries improvement.  

Dr Sainsbury replied that we need to first work out what new rebuilding targets should be by looking 
both backward (where we have come from) and forward (e.g. can we take the stocks back to where 
they were before? Where can and should we take the fishery?). This type of thinking needs to occur 
well before a problem emerges to minimize and anticipate problems before they arise, rather than 
acting retroactively. 

Matt Bradshaw presentation 
Dr Matt Bradshaw, the manager for the abalone fishery, NRE Tas, summarized what is needed to 
rebuild and sustain healthy abalone stocks in the context of a changing climate. Dr Bradshaw shared 
a graph showing the abalone catch history in Tasmania with participants (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8: Tasmania abalone catch history 
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The fishery is already in motion and is already travelling at a certain speed. Until 1987, state-wide the 
abalone fishery was operating under a size limit of 127 mm. Prior to the observance of the notch in 
the middle of the fisheries graph, where catches dropped by about 500 tonnes, it could be argued 
that the fishery was speeding along without a seatbelt, with catches of around 4,500 tonnes annually. 
Dr Nash used the analogy of abalone as the Huon Pine of the sea. Like Huon Pines, abalone are long-
lived, slow growing, late maturing and centric. Like the Huon Pine, it is possible to kill and wipe out 
the abalone with too fast depletion of the resource. In response to the rapid depletion, abalone divers 
collectively made the decision to decrease total catches by 1,000 tonnes from the fishery, and to stay 
at these catch limits for eight years. Following this eight-year period, a decision was taken to push 
the fishery beyond 2,100 tonnes, likely because of the lack of a strong decision framework in place 
to work out what the catch limit should be.  

With size limits beginning to increase, and as the trajectory of the fishery continued to decline, 
experts from IMAS (including Dr Craig Mundy and Dr Malcolm Haddon) began advocating more than 
ten years ago for innovative, scientific tools to better manage the abalone fishery. An MCDA did not 
exist for the abalone fishery until Dr Mundy began to build it, test it, consult it, and then rebuild it, 
retest it and re-consult it. Dr Mundy averages at least one review a year of the abalone fishery, which 
provides independent expert reviews that increasingly refine the management process. While they 
may have been too little too late, each one of the abalone management decisions was challenging to 
make and implement, as it is challenging to achieve a balance between a sustainable fishery and its 
industry without wiping out one or the other. Dr Bradshaw acknowledged the advisory committee 
led by Mr Ian Cartwright and industry leadership for these management decisions.  

It appears that parts of the fishery are entering a rebuilding phase, with parts of the east and 
northwest coasts starting to show positive signs of responding to the management decisions. As we 
move into stock rebuilding, we need to identify what this looks like including biomass targets and 
how to achieve them under a precautionary approach that supports a more resilient fishery able to 
weather anticipated shocks and continue to recruit itself into the future. Fisheries managers will 
continue to receive independent advice around the fishery from the IMAS team. It is essential to 
listen to and heed their advice, to stop when they say stop, and to increase size limits higher than 
they are currently. The fishery is not broken, it is being fixed and it is essential to stay the course led 
by IMAS.   

Emma Lee presentation 
Dr Emma Lee shared her perspectives as an Aboriginal 
cultural fisheries representative around what is needed to 
rebuild and sustain healthy abalone stocks in the context of a 
changing global climate. Dr Lee started her presentation by 
sharing with participants that she had asked to present last, 
because Aboriginal peoples are often considered last and 
come last in agendas. Aboriginal peoples have experienced 
changes in the climate for 40,000 years in their ‘home 
country’ through ice ages, flooding of land bridges, and the 
washing away of heritage sites such as middens which were 
then rebuilt over time. Living midden sites have existed for 
about 8,000 years. Abalone used to be dinner-plate sized. 
Abalone size limits help to develop deep time sustainability, 
which can inform how we live our lives, maintain futures, and 
ensure that future generations have a place in fisheries.  Dr Dr Emma Lee 
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Lee has grown up in two worlds – the first is the experience of the Aboriginal culture over 40,000 
years, and the second is living in a culture that has been colonised for 200 years. The introduction of 
Whitefellas brought to Blackfellas declining water quality, land being taken away and the 
disappearance of resources. Dr Lee lives with uncertainty every day, and the traumas of having had 
food, rights, place, belonging and social structures removed. Such traumas have resulted in her 
building up a strong sense of resilience. From this place of resilience and trauma, Dr Lee shared that 
she feels a sense of kinship with participants in the room around the challenges of a diminishing 
abalone resource in Tasmania. She does not want abalone communities to feel this sense of loss if 
the wild fish industry collapses because of overfishing. Dr Lee shared that colonisation is about the 
erasure of Indigenous peoples, sovereignties, cultures and ways of life that are replaced with new 
narratives from the people who had taken that away. Dr Lee works in a decolonising space, which, 
according to her, is about how we learn to grieve together what has been taken away from both of 
us, White and Black. Historically, because of colonisation Aboriginal people were never allowed to 
have their language, connections or reciprocity enacted. Growing up under a colonised mind means 
that the ‘Whitefella way’ is about take, and the ‘Blackfella way’ is about giving hope and having 
gratitude every day. Dr Lee asked participants to consider how we give, what this looks like, and 
what this means. She acknowledged that for the Aboriginal culture, abalone is much more than an 
economic product. Abalone is a part of Aboriginal people’s identity with sea country, and something 
that they want their children to grow up with understanding and knowing as a food resource and as 
a part of who they are and their relationship to sea country. Dr Lee acknowledged the responsibility 
of Aboriginal people to act as stewards for the abalone resource, to leave it in a better place than 
they found it, and to act from a place of giving. While a lot of data is available, very few pathways are 
available or have been identified to clarify what giving and action means around abalone. Dr Lee 
acknowledged the recently allocated 40 quota units to the Aboriginal cultural fishery. Dr Lee asked 
participants to consider what it looks like to give over 10% of this quota to sea country, and to 
consider what this looks like for Aboriginal people, industry and whether Aboriginal people can be 
leaders in this space. She noted the workshop discussions around the need to make hard decisions 
around the abalone resource. Dr Lee suggested that this narrative to be flipped from one of hard 
decision making to one of generosity for future generations around what they want to give. Aboriginal 
leadership includes flipping narratives to ensure safe spaces for a good future. 

Questions and Answers 
One workshop participant shared an observation about the critical need for improved abalone 
size limits. They noted the large abalone present in reserves in Port Davey, and how these abalone 
provide an example of what healthy, rebuilt stocks might look like. The participant also shared the 
importance of rebuilding abalone populations to be more resilient to climate change. 
Larger abalone populations that push abalone into deeper water will provide more protection and 
resilience to climate change shocks such as bad heat wave events.  

Another participant responded that currently our size limits work so that we can take 
everything that we see. They should have worked so that on an annual basis, only 30% of 
stocks were taken, with 70% permanently untouched.  

The recreational fisheries representative noted the AbFAC and RecFAC agreement around 
size limits in 2019 and asked the workshop participants to please share what is stopping the 
implementation of this agreement.  

The NRE Tas abalone manager responded that delays have occurred due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. The good news going forward is that NRE Tas has a green light moving ahead to 
consultation, with a schedule of blacklip abalone size change commercially, and the size limit 
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change is imminent. The three-year rule is part of the existing harvest strategy and needs to 
be fixed.  

The recreational fisheries representative followed up to ask if the intention is to implement 
the size limits by 1 January 2023. 

The NRE Tas representative responded that previously a five-year commercial schedule 
existed with a 2025 anticipated implementation date to serve as a transition. The schedule 
has been compressed from five years to three years, with the outer year (2025) unchanged.  

Another participant asked if recreational abalone size limits will be the same as commercial 
size limits.  

A NRE Tas representative shared that many size limits exist for the commercial 
fishery, around 11-14 zones. The recreational fishery is much more generalized, 
with two regions/size limits zones for each of the abalone species. RecFAC have 
been extremely keen to enact size limits and want to push as much as possible the timeline 
for the commercial fishery around size limits, recognizing the critical need for these limits. 
Commercial size limits also act as a tool for recreational fishers to have abalone left in the 
water, unlike the bag limit reductions. The plan is to enact size limits by 2025 for 
recreational fishers.  

A participant acknowledged the importance of communicating the relationship of the size 
limits to the underlying biological factors that have determined the size limits (e.g. egg 
production per recruit) so that size limits can be justified and better communicated and understood 
across sectors.  

Dr Jeremy Prince referenced a paper he published years ago that multiplies, for example, 1.2 times 
L50 the size of maturity to achieve a SPR of 20 as a limit reference point for many fisheries (and 1.3 
returns a SPR of 30). Dr Prince encouraged participants to use his approach to relate size limit 
decisions back to reference points when making management decisions.  

Dr Sainsbury responded that he agrees and supports Dr Prince’s point that changes in the 
size limit should be well-based on the abalone biology. Several ways exist to do this.  

A participant asked if an argument exists for a proactive strategy to try to recover the 
really depleted abalone arears for both stocks and habitat (e.g. in the Gardens). 

Dr Mundy replied that IMAS ran a translocation project in the Gardens and started to see some 
changes there. One of the control sizes, however, improved five times better than any translocation 
site resulting from the natural recruitment event that occurred prior to the translocation work. A 
massive storm event also occurred in June 2007 that wiped out most of the treatment sites. This 
exercise showed that natural events (e.g. recruitment, storm events) were far outweighing 
what the scientists thought were significant interventions. The project concluded when it 
ran out of funds. Even though this area has been closed for many years, it still has not recovered. 
Pockets of the Gardens have recovered however. In some places where good abundances existed at 
the start of the project, none existed in some of these areas at the end of the project. When a 
system is already broken, it is incredibly difficult to bring it back. Rebuilding stocks and 
habitats also include significant costs. The simple message is: Don’t break the stock, and don’t 
let it get so low that intervention must occur to bring it back. Very few examples exist 
around the world where this has successfully occurred.  

A participant drew attention to Prof Gardner’s graph that showed MSY versus MEY. In 2022, nearly 
every abalone block is in at least a partially depleted state. This means that we can’t sustainably 
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harvest at what Dr Haddon might calculate to be a MSY estimate anywhere currently. 
However, we are seeing in most blocks increases in CPUE and possibly genuine increase in biomass 
which should gradually increase now that we have a sensible, MSE-tested harvest strategy. This is the 
first time this has been available in the history of the fishery. In order to satisfy the Deed, mechanically 
we need to first have a B-MSY (a level of biomass sufficient to produce a MSY level of fertilized eggs), 
and not fully increase catches for seven years or so until a MSY-level of recruitment passes through 
the recruitment pipeline. After this, a “Pretty Good Yield” of around 85-90% of estimated MSY might 
be harvested sustainably, with considerations around climate change – that for every increased 
mortality that climate change introduces, the TAC will need to be reduced, all else equal. A level of 
stock that is somewhat above BMSY would be equivalent to a late-1990s Western Zone 
abundance and mid-1990s or earlier Eastern Zone abundance (which is where the vast 
majority of recreational and likely indigenous catch would come from). The participant 
suggested that this level of stock would be one in which every sector would be well 
satisfied and would be a far cry from what we see currently. They suggested that this is the 
goal. Using the current harvest strategy, we’ll eventually see this, but results will not be immediate.  

Dr Sainsbury responded that the last two questions have addressed how to rebuild into the 
future. The last participant raised the question of overall MSY and targets under current 
agreements. Rebuilding will require a lot of effort and focus from many people. Dr 
Sainsbury is also not convinced that it is a good idea to have MSY as an overall 
objective, for many reasons, and is happy to talk more about this at another time.  

Prof Gardner responded that any stock rebuilding efforts will be well-received by any sector 
of the community. Looking into the future, ten to twenty years, different levels of stock 
will be optimal for different sectors. 
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Breakout Session 3: World Café Style: What innovations are 
needed to improve abalone management in the next 2-5 years? 
The final breakout session, Breakout session 3, followed the World Café style. Participants circulated 
around the room between key topic/issue tables of their choosing, every thirty minutes for a total 
two-hour dedicated ‘café’ session. Each topic/issue table was assigned a table leader who stayed at 
the table for the full two-hour café time, noting and summarizing discussions between participants. 
Participants had the option to stay at a table if they were particularly interested/invested in the 
topic/issue, in addition to moving between table every thirty minutes. The breakout session was 
comprised of nine topic tables that included: Abalone stock enhancement, Biosecurity, the Dive 
sector, Enforcement, Habitat restoration and climate change adaptation, Harvest strategy 
development, Processing and value-adding, public engagement and education, and Research and 
monitoring. Each of the tables were asked five framing questions: 1) what are the key issues under 
that topic, 2) are there some viable solutions, 3) what are some research and development priorities 
in relation to that issue, 4) who needs to be involved and 5) what can be tangibly accomplished in the 
next 6-18 months? Dr Dutton asked participants to report back at least one highlight from each of 
the groups from the World Café session. 

Table Topic Highlights 

Abalone Stock 
Enhancement 

Reseeding and translocation are important abalone fisheries management 
interventions. Greater support exists for translocation at this time. Translocation 
efforts can be undertaken in the next 16-18 months. They are low cost, can be 
done quickly, and are a good opportunity to engage industry participation. 

Biosecurity Biosecurity is fundamental to the security of the abalone industry. Challenges exist 
to change the mindsets and dogmas around willingness to report and engage with 
government, and to have conversations around potential diseases and pests that 
might exist. 

Dive sector Anticipating a 600-800 tonne fishery over the next five years, with a best-case 
scenario of 1,000 tonnes in ten years if resilience is built into the stock. Ten-year 
plan is required to support the fishery.  

Enforcement Aims to 1) improve methods of reporting illegal activity through better community 
engagement, and 2) to see electronic digital catch reporting in the future. 

Habitat Restoration 
and Climate Change 
Adaptation 

Need to develop an understanding around and identify priority habitats and 
priority abalone areas where habitat restoration and climate change adaptation 
work can occur. Need for systems improvements that allow for system-based 
solutions, not just species-based solutions. 

Harvest Strategy 
Development 

Spawning Potential Ratio (SPR) should inform harvest strategy development. 
Possibility to include other spatial indicators, research priorities, set upper catch 
limits and incorporate fleet dynamics into harvest strategy.  

Processing and 
Value-Adding 

Need for an industry strategy and roadmap. Value-adding can bring new life to the 
fishery. Potential for collaboration and leveraging some of the brand name that 
Tasmania has for itself. 
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Public Engagement 
and Education 

Need to be more proactive to combat misinformation in social media. Need to 
engage Tasmanians in marine literacy early. Need for a communications strategy 
and plan that is well-planned, targeted, with audiences identified is additionally 
needed. Research and development needs include segmentation studies to 
understand the Recreational sector and how to best target the recreational 
sector. In the next 16-18 months, a new website that is highly attractive and visual 
will help with increasing public engagement and education (this will be live in June). 

Research and 
Monitoring 

Need to understand recruitment variability and drivers. Need for a fishery 
independent survey program, through a continuing and expanded timed swim 
program.  

Table 3:Highlights shared from key topic tables during World Café in Breakout session 3 

Abalone Stock Enhancement: Mr Jaime McAllister from UTAS’s IMAS shared highlights from 
discussions at the Abalone Stock Enhancement table. Reseeding and translocation stood out as 
the two key trends across sectors and groups. Trade-offs, cost-benefit comparisons, biosecurity 
issues, scale, and ownership around who will benefit were all discussed around reseeding and 
translocation efforts. Another key message that emerged from table discussions was that greater 
support exists for translocation compared to reseeding at this point in time. This does 
not negate the fact that at some point in time, both methods should be undertaken. Translocation 
efforts can be undertaken in the next 16-18 months. They are low cost, can be done 
quickly, and are a good opportunity to engage industry participation.  

Biosecurity: Dr Kevin de Witte from NRE Tas shared highlights from the discussions at the 
Biosecurity table. Biosecurity is fundamental to the security of the abalone industry. Those 
working in the biosecurity sector are dedicated to science, interested in diagnostics, and to 
contributing to the understanding of ecosystems. With the Biosecurity Act going forward and 
communication around GBD, challenges exist to change the mindsets and dogmas around 
willingness to report and engage with government, and to have conversations around 
potential diseases and pests that might exist. These conversations require courage, but 
biosecurity issues will not go away. The biosecurity division looks forward to engagement into 
the future with the abalone fisheries sectors.   

Dive sector: Mr Paul Richardson shared highlights from the discussions at the Dive Operations 
table. The dive operations table chose to rename itself as the ‘dive sector’ table because they do 
not believe that it is possible to become any more efficient as a sector in terms of 
operations. The dive sector is anticipating a 600-800 tonne fishery over the next five 
years, with a best-case scenario of 1,000 tonnes in ten years if resilience is built into the 
stock, barring major climate and storm issues. Divers have the right to a full-time, professional 
work force. What they see now in terms of available quota is what they anticipate seeing for a long 
time. Decisions around the TAC will have to move under the Department and will have to go to the 
Minister. A five to ten-year plan, if not longer, is required to support a sustainable abalone 
fishery, like the ten-year plans already in place for the salmon and recreational fishing industries. 
Apart from annual quota setting, the abalone fishery is currently managed on a week-to-week basis. 
Generally, good consensus existed around workshop participants for a ten-year plan.  

Enforcement: Sgt Bruce Henderson from Tasmania Police shared highlights from the discussions at 
the Enforcement table. The table shared two main highlights of their discussions: the aims to 1) 
improve methods of reporting illegal activity through better community engagement, 
and 2) to see electronic digital catch reporting in the future. Marine enforcement is achieved 
through patrols, inspections, targeted operations and investigations. The purpose of enforcement is 
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to protect fisheries, focussing around catch amounts, size limits and locations where fishing occurs. 
Investigations are resource intensive, and prevention and detection methods are more efficient, which 
is why timely receipt of information is critical. Reporting illegal activity is especially needed if 
there is a localised domestic market for abalone. Currently, abalone is brought in, unloaded into a 
truck and taken to the airport. If a domestic market is established, the capacity for marine 
enforcement to trace the product in a domestic market becomes more compromised. To offset this, 
marine enforcement officers require information from the community around what is going on in the 
(domestic) abalone fishery, who might be offending, and where opportunities might exist for marine 
enforcement to intervene in illegal activities. An opportunity also exists to enhance FishWatch 
operations and other means of receiving criminal and offending intelligence from the community. 
Intelligence operations can also be enhanced through publications and postings on social 
media sites around detections and court prosecutions that have occurred. Some workshop 
participants also requested a greater presence from marine enforcement at loading sites 
and ramps to develop stronger relationships between the police and other people in the 
fisheries. Benefits from electronic digital reporting can facilitate paperwork requirements.   
A workshop participant asked if there is scope to work across certain markets, such as the opportunity for 
the food authority to assist the police. 
The enforcement officer responded that yes, they hope that people will provide relevant information 
necessary to undertake investigations where needed. The marine enforcement department is working 
more closely with food safety people.  
Another participant asked about the process of providing receipts for abalone in a domestic market, and if a 
similar system might exist in the future for rock lobster.  
The officer responded that it is difficult to attach a receipt to a particular abalone, and that this is a 
risk if a localised market develops. At the moment most of the abalone is exported internationally.  
Biosecurity is consulting on traceability strategies across all primary production sectors and will 
consider how this applies to the abalone industry. Pressure exists to improve traceability for 
products.  
Habitat Restoration and Climate Change Adaptation: Ms Nepelle Crane from NRM South 
shared highlights from the discussions at the Habitat Restoration and Climate Change Adaptation 
table. Many wicked problems were identified that are challenging to manage. The key priority for the 
next 6-18 months is developing an understanding around and identifying priority habitats 
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and priority abalone areas where habitat restoration and climate change adaptation 
work can occur. This allows people like Ms Crane and others to advocate for funding to support 
habitat restoration. Nepelle also noted that a lot of funding is often species and issues focused. The 
other key priority is the need for systems improvements that allow for system-based 
solutions, not just species-based solutions.  

Harvest Strategy Development: Dr Matt Bradshaw from NRE Tas invited Dr Jeremy Prince to 
share highlights of the potential of Spawning Potential Ratio (SPR) to inform harvest 
strategy development. Dr Prince shared that SPR is equivalent to the human reproductive index, 
which is used as an indication of population trends over time. The human reproductive index 
says that 2.1 children per couple surviving to adulthood means that the population flatlines. If no 
fishing occurs, then 100% of natural reproductive rate exists in a fishery. When fishing activity occurs, 
some ratio less than the natural reproductive rate exists. A 20% SPR is approximately equivalent to 
the 2.1 children per couple indicator in the human reproductive index. SPR can provide 
information around amounts of fishing effort and whether target populations are likely 
to be increasing, decreasing or flatlining under the fishing effort. If the fishery reaches 
20% SPR, the fishery is required to close and transition into recovery mode. SPR used to 
be used to estimated using full biological assessments of a population. The model developed by Dr 
Prince ten years ago allowed SPR to be estimated using the size of adults in the population relative 
to maturity. If combined with GPS logger data aboard boats, the SPR method developed by Dr 
Prince can be used to obtain SPR estimates for every reef. These can be combined with 
catch rates per area to obtain sophisticated benchmark behaviour that can be used within the harvest 
strategy.  

In addition to the discussion around SPR, other issues identified by the harvest strategy table included: 
an over-reliance on CPUE, problems around hyperstability, poorly defined meta-rules, a lack of limit 
reference points, no plan for rebuilding stocks, an insufficiently precautionary harvest strategy, 
confusion between the harvest strategy with a management plan and policy content, a lack of inclusion 
of reasons for changes in LML, issues around localised depletion, problems around oscillatory 
behaviour and processor/cost-driven fisher behaviours.  

In addition to the discussion around SPR, other solutions identified by the harvest strategy table included: 
the inclusion of other spatial indicators, such as SPR, FIS, logger and size data, and harvest rates at 
appropriate scales; the collaborative development between scientists and industry of meta-rules; a 
variety of research priorities at appropriate scales, including around SPR, harvest fractions and CPUE; 
the identification of limit and target reference points; a rebuilding plan for depleted stocks including 
a timeframe for such a plan; improvements in a decision rule; removal of economic and social 
components of the current harvest strategy and moving them into another more relevant policy 
document; basing LML changes on biology and not fleet movement; improving conservative 
management approaches with timely closures based on catch; setting upper catch limits (PGY) and 
incorporating fleet dynamics into the harvest strategy.  

Processing and Value Adding: Mr Simon Owen from True South shared highlights from the 
discussions at the Processing and Value Adding table. This table highlighted the need for an 
industry strategy and roadmap to address the issues discussed at the workshop. Table came up 
with many questions, but few answers, as there are many components required to answer their 
questions presented that they did not have. The sale of live abalone to China over twenty years ago 
marked the most significant change in the value of the fishery. Currently with reduced TACs, the 
workshops discussed the potential that value-adding to the fishery can bring in terms of 
delivering new life to the fishery. They also discussed the potential for collaboration and 
leveraging some of the brand name that Tasmania has for itself.  
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Public Engagement and Education: Mr Rod Pearn, NRE Tas shared highlights from the 
discussions at the Public Engagement and Education table. Most of the people that visited the table 
were not from the commercial fishery, except for Mr Rob Royle. The table highlighted the need to 
be more proactive to combat misinformation in social media, which is very influential, can 
be vindictive and is not necessarily fact driven. The table also discussed the relatively low level of 
literacy in Tasmania, and even lower levels of marine literacy and a need to engage Tasmanians 
in marine literacy early. A communications strategy and plan that is well-planned, 
targeted, with audiences identified is additionally needed. Research and development needs 
include segmentation studies to understand the Recreational sector and how to best 
target the recreational sector. More research can be undertaken also around how to best target 
a variety of audiences, such as school audiences around marine literacy. In the next 16-18 months, a 
new website that is highly attractive and visual will help with increasing public 
engagement and education (this will be live in June). Consideration is underway around the 
production of a new fisheries app, as well as media production, such as video clips that are highly valuable 
for communication, with the possibility to animate complex fishery topics.  

Research and Monitoring: Dr Craig Mundy from UTAS’s IMAS shared highlights from the 
discussions at the Research and Monitoring table. He shared that the focus of the table was to look 
for new ideas and, as a result, he did not share any of his personal ideas for research and monitoring 
needs. Dr Mundy noted the need to understand recruitment variability and drivers in the 
longer term as being central to understanding capacity available for proactive fishery management. 
The table also identified the need for a fishery independent survey program, through a 
continuing and expanded timed swim program. The timed swim program provides an 
independent view of the availability of exploitable biomass, a window into size limit requirements for 
the following year and is a valuable contributor to better addressing other fisheries sector needs 
beyond the commercial sector.  

A workshop participant commented that the east coast survey methodology that Dr Mundy developed with 
his colleagues shows a lot of promise as being the first iteration of a good fishery independent survey 
methodology. The participant requested continued funding for this research under IMAS.  

Dr Dutton commented that the money given to IMAS has not changed for a long time. He asked 
participants to think creatively around money, how it is used, and how to make a case to industry 
and Government to continue to support these efforts. 
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Presentations: Marketing and Development 

Department of State Growth 
Mr Jordan Szmekura, Manager of Food and Agribusiness for the Department of State Growth (DSG), 
share how the DSG supports state growth through trade, advanced manufacturing, grants and 
funding, and projects and initiatives and how they can support Tasmania’s abalone fishery in these 
regards. Mr Szmekura and his teamwork with businesses looking to export outside of Tasmania.  

The Tasmanian Trade Strategy 2019-2025 is a whole of government strategy that aims to boost 
Tasmania’s trade domestically and internationally, with a goal of growing export trade to $15 billion 
by 2050. The Trade Strategy includes four key priorities: 1) build trade in key sectors, 2) showcase 
Tasmania in priority markets, 3) support trade logistics and market access and 4) build export 
capabilities of Tasmanian businesses. Key sectors include advanced manufacturing, food and 
agribusiness, international education, resources and energy, science and technology, and tourism. 
Priority markets change depending on the sector but generally include domestic (mainland Australia), 
China and Hong Kong, the United States of America, Japan, Singapore, and Malaysia. The DSG also 
has government employees that act as trade advocates based in China, Japan, Singapore, and the USA, 
who can assist with trade development directly from those countries. The DSG also offers support 
to build export capabilities that are catered to various business’s stages of growth, such as for 
expanding, mature and established businesses (Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9: Examples of support provided by the DSG to build business export capabilities 

The Strategy measures success through four key performance indicators (KPIs) that include: 1) an 
increase in the number of businesses provided with a service and/or support (Jordan noted that the 
DSG is currently building their trade team and will likely be offering businesses greater assistance in 
the coming months); 2) an improvement in brand awareness in targeted markets; 3) at least 80% of 
businesses satisfied with the quality of services provided; and 4) an increase in the value of products 
or services sold by Tasmanian businesses to the domestic or international markets, where these 
businesses have been supported through the Strategy. Annual action plans and scorecards are available 
through the DSG and provide a nice visual of progress achieved, services offered and the total value 
of those services under the Trade Strategy (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10 Examples of Annual Action Plans and Scorecards available from the DSG 

Advanced manufacturing services operate across all the state’s manufacturing subsectors, 
including food and beverage processing which is relevant to the abalone fishery. An advanced 
manufacturer is a manufacturing business that utilises continuous improvement, new technologies, 
design, and systems integration to drive innovation and growth in the production and process of 
manufacturing products. The Tasmanian Advanced Manufacturing Action Plan 2024 includes four 
priorities: 1) attract and develop a highly skilled workforce; 2) support the adoption of leading-edge 
design, innovation, technologies, and practices to deliver growth and improved capability; 3) increase 
collaboration and advocate for the sector; and 4) support greater market access and industry 
promotion.  

The DSG offers a variety of grants and funding programs and opportunities. Mr Szmekura 
welcomed the opportunity for participants to contact him to learn more about any of these 
opportunities. The current grants available can be viewed on their website. 

Tasmanian Export Freight Logistics Advisory Service (TEFLAS): Funding to help small to medium-sized 
businesses optimise transport operations, connect with transport services, develop new freight 
channels, and identify potential cost savings; service is free and can help businesses to improve their 
long-term competitiveness and viability by making it easier to send products to offshore markets 
quickly and efficiently; more information: teflas@affairs.com.au. 

Examples of DSG projects and initiatives include trade shows; in/out-bound delegations, missions, 
Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs), influencers and brand ambassadors; domestic market engagement 
program; off-island trade with Tasmania website and trade directory; and industry support. Tasmanian 
businesses interested in joining a Tasmanian stand at trade shows can send an email to: 
trade@stategrowth.tas.gov.au. For example, the Signature Dish program invited ten local chefs from 
around Australia to showcase the outstanding quality of local produce. Trade Tasmania provided a 
curated produce box that highlighted Tasmanian ingredients and was shared via social media channels 
and the Trade Tasmania website. The Around the Island in 8 Plates program invited chefs to create 
a meal that showcased Tasmania’s seafood and where it is sourced.  

Workshop participants can visit Department of State Growth and Trade Tasmanian for more 
information. 

https://www.stategrowth.tas.gov.au/grants_and_funding_opportunities
mailto:teflas@affairs.com.au
mailto:trade@stategrowth.tas.gov.au
https://www.stategrowth.tas.gov.au/
https://trade.tasmanian.com.au/
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Questions and Answers 
A workshop participant asked if the abalone market is tariff free.  

Mr Szmekura responded that it is not at the moment but is likely in the progress of 
becoming tariff free. He offered to share more information later. 

Another participant commented around the importance of seafood tourism, similar to wine 
tourism. Many people are traveling from around the world for access to seafoods that are expensive 
where they are from, which adds value to local seafood production.  

Mr Szmekura agreed and shared that multi-sector trade shows help to highlight businesses 
that complement each other.  

Dr Dutton shared gratitude to the DSG for sharing opportunities and innovations available to 
workshop participants.  

Mr Szmekura encouraged workshop participants to please reach out and reminded them that the 
DSG is available to help with business and trade growth. The DSG works closely with 
NRE Tas, and many opportunities exist around Advanced Manufacturing programs. 

Farmed abalone 
Mr Nick Savva, from the Australian Abalone Growers Association, shared a summary of abalone 
farming in Australia. The largest contrast with farmed abalone compared to wild abalone is that 
farmed abalone is increasing production all the time. Most of the world’s abalone is farmed. 
Approximately 160,000 tonnes of farmed abalone are produced annually, with about 90% from China, 
followed by approximately 20,000 tonnes from Korea. In Australia, approximately 1,400 tonnes 
of farmed abalone are produced annually, with about 308 tonnes farmed in Tasmania.  

Both China and Korea have sophisticated national breeding programs supported by government. 
Breeding programs in Australia are hamstrung by rules preventing translocation of abalone between 
states, even for breeding purposes. This is a major impediment to the profitability of the abalone 
industry and its capacity to respond to climate change, especially in Tasmania. 

From a processing perspective, the farmed abalone sector in Tasmania contributes an additional 
approximately 300 tonnes annually on top of the approximately 800-900 tonnes of Tasmanian abalone 
from the wild sector. This helps to support the viability of the processing sector. The farmed 
abalone sector also supports collaborative opportunities with the wild abalone sector for 
research and development, such as biosecurity.  

A workshop participant acknowledged that there has always been an issue with size limitations 
that aquaculture can grow to and asked if this is still an issue for farmed abalone.  

The average size of an abalone produced by the farmed sector is approximately 
80 grams, or 80 mm. Some farms are also producing 200+ gram abalone. Smallest 
sizes are typically 50g. Large sizes are mostly limited by economic considerations. 
For example, more tonnage from a farm is generally produced when abalone are harvested at 
relatively small sizes. Farmed abalone are growing faster and faster all the time with their 
survival improving due to generational domestication of stock and improved husbandry. 
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Biosecurity 
Dr Kevin de Witte, Chief Veterinary Officer from NRE Tas, shared a background of the importance 
of biosecurity in supporting and protecting Tasmania’s abalone fishery. The Biosecurity Act 2019 is 
progressively being implemented. It is comprised of seven Acts, which are still active, and an 
implementation process is underway. The General Biosecurity Duty (GBD) is a key concept under 
the Biosecurity Act that applies to everyone, including all terrestrial and marine plants and animals 
and pests. The GBD relies upon individual efforts from everyone to contribute to the security of the 
system. In relation to the wild harvest industry, this means respecting zonal measures in place, the 
processing of abalone and treatment of discharge water, and, importantly, the early reporting of 
anything unusual, pest-wise or disease-wise. The Biosecurity division rarely hears from the wild catch 
sector, which is of concern, particularly the dive sector, as they are essentially the “eyes on the 
ground”. Early reporting relies on community efforts and contributions. If pests or diseases are 
reported and detected early enough, damage can be contained and mitigated. Kevin referenced an 
example of the Abalone Viral Ganglioneuritis type 1 (AVG 1) Herpes virus in Victoria, where it was 
reported early with damages contained and mitigated. He requested that workshop participants 
consider please reporting to Biosecurity Tasmania if they see anything of concern.  

A workshop participant commented that often divers are scared to report because they are worried that if 
they report, parts of their fishery will be shut down.  

Dr de Witte responded that this is a possibility. The flip side is that something like AVGs won’t go 
away, and that if there is knowledge that something is a problem and it is not reported, this can result 
in circumstances becoming much worse with time in the fishery. Generally, government responses 
provide a level of support for affected parties. He referenced the spread and containment of disease 
in the oyster industry, and the support that people in the fishery received during the containment 
efforts of the Ostreid herpes virus that causes POMS – Pacific Oyster Mortality Syndrome. Dr de 
Witte encouraged people to report. 

Dr Dutton reminded people of the idea to plan for the worst and hope for the best, and the 
importance of developing contingency plans in industries.  

Another workshop participant referenced that because of reporting in Victoria, whereas the first 
outbreak of AVG in 2006 was a problem (Deadly abalone disease AVG re-emerges off Victoria's 
south-west coast - ABC News), the second time around in 2021 there was a much faster response 
which led to the ability to contain and mitigate the outbreak. 

  

https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2021-05-05/abalone-disease-viral-ganglioneuritis-detected-in-victoria/100117858
https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2021-05-05/abalone-disease-viral-ganglioneuritis-detected-in-victoria/100117858
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Summary of Next Steps and Closure 
Dr Dutton closed the two-day workshop by sharing some key observations and reflections from the 
plenary discussions and the two-days of the workshop, and next steps to continue work toward 
improved abalone management and a sustainable fishery into the future. A generational divide 
generally exists in many of the issues around abalone fisheries management, with a lot of wisdom 
and information held by older individuals engaged in the issue that need to be identified and 
recorded as younger generations increasingly become more engaged in the issue. Public and 
community inclusion and engagement in management processes is also critical, including the 
need to appropriately engage and raise awareness among the diversity of stakeholders and sectors, 
and combat misinformation that is often prevalent in social media and outside of the 
political domain. This will require a concerted effort from everyone.  

Dr Dutton was most impressed by the strong desire for collaboration shared across the diversity 
of workshop participants, which he had not encountered in previous abalone meetings across 
different sectors. This is promising given that abalone is a shared stock with the need for 
collective responsibility to foster stewardship over the resource and collaboratively make 
shared decisions. He was also impressed by the progressive thinking shared across the course of the 
workshop, not just around the harvest strategy, but around many of the ideas that were shared in 
the plenary discussions following the third breakout session. One example is around the importance 
of value-adding for abalone, and Mr Dean Lisson’s suggestion that abalone should be sold by the 
gram and not the kilogram to create better returns on the dollar for this valuable resource. The 
addition of the Aboriginal cultural fishery as a new sector in the fishery brings potential to create 
another new market for abalone that contributes in new ways to local seafood and “Brand Tasmania”.  

The NRE Tas team will meet following the workshop to process the proceedings and identify next 
steps. A lot of work remains between the culmination of the workshop and November, when the 
new harvest strategy is required to be finalised and shared. With only one dedicated fisheries manager 
(Matt Bradshaw) for the abalone fishery in Tasmania, considerations around how to best allocate 
time and resources are especially important. Broader opportunities for exist leveraging 
partnerships with IMAS, TARFish, and industry, for example, to collaboratively contribute to 
abalone fisheries management efforts. Questions remain unresolved around how the harvest 
strategy fits into a suite of hierarchical management instruments, including rules, strategies, 
and policies. More work remains to address recent work around Centrostephanus, including 
raising awareness and education around this issue. NRE Tas is committed to host another 
Centrostephanus forum by the end of 2022 where the developing Centrostephanus strategy can be 
shared along with discussions around how to operationalize the strategy.  

Funding for the Abalone Industry Reinvestment Fund (AIRF) runs out on 30 June 2023, with the 
hopes that some sort of continuation of this fund might occur and the need for work to support 
continuation of this fund. Similarly, the Abalone Industry Development Fund (AIDF) expires this year 
with no plans to continue this fund. The AIDF is an important pool of funding, and further 
conversations need to occur around how best to prioritize support for this type of funding and 
related initiatives. Social, economic, and ecological benefits of these investments that 
support social license also need to be better identified and communicated between 
industry, community, government and decision makers.  

Dr Dutton mentioned the possibility of reconvening workshop participants, such as through 
sharing the annual status report of abalone, setting TACs and other possible opportunities to bring 
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the sectors back together. He asked workshop participants to please provide any thoughts and 
feedback around a follow-up workshop and/or multi-sector briefing, and what this might look like.  

One workshop participant responded that it is valuable to involve the various sectors in TAC 
setting.  

Another participant shared that there is a strong feeling from industry stakeholders that they are not 
receiving nearly enough information around fishery performance data that they used to, and that this 
has been a significant gap for industry stakeholders over the last 2.5 to 3 years. They shared the 
necessity of industry engagement, as well as industry engagement with abalone research and science, 
and noted that while the FRAG process delivered industry engagement well, a gap has existed since 
the FRAG stopped. Another participant responded that the FRAG process was successful in terms 
of industry communications and interactions with government and research scientists. Research 
prioritization meetings was another important forum that provided IMAS an opportunity to share 
their research with fishery stakeholders, noting that while these discussions were valuable, it is 
essential for scientific research efforts to continue in an unbiased, independent, evidence-based 
fashion that is not influenced by industry inputs or interests. Discussions present in forums like FRAG 
processes can particularly inform adjustments to the harvest strategy decision rules where and as 
needed.  

The workshop concluded with an afternoon tea shared among participants and a group photo. 
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Appendix 1. List of Workshop Participants 
Participant Organisation/Agency/Ministry 

Rochelle Galloway Office of Janie Finlay MHA 

Jason Jacobi NRE Tas 

Deidre Wilson NRE Tas 

Ian Dutton NRE Tas 

Matt Bradshaw NRE Tas 

Grant Pullen NRE Tas 

Rod Pearn NRE Tas 

Emma Lee NRE Tas 

Sharna Rainer NRE Tas 

Rosie Katunar NRE Tas 

Malcolm Budd NRE Tas 

Vicki Wilshaw NRE Tas 

David Mossop NRE Tas 

Kevin De Witt NRE Tas 

Philippa Sims NRE Tas 

Jordan Szmekura Department of State Growth 

Craig Mundy IMAS 

Jaime McAllister IMAS 

Caleb Gardner IMAS 

John Keane IMAS 

Luisa Forbes IMAS 

Sean Tracey IMAS 

Chris Izzo FRDC 

Cameron Fletcher CSIRO (presented via videolink) 

Richard Little CSIRO 

Malcolm Haddon CSIRO 

Nick Savva Australian Abalone Growers Association 

Julian Amos TACL 

Lynn Mason TACL 

Rob Royle TACL 
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Participant Organisation/Agency/Ministry 

Alan Gray TACL 

Sean Larby TACL 

Tony Wurf TACL 

Ian Cartwright AbFAC Chair 

Bryan Denny AbFAC 

Paul Richardson AbFAC 

Julian Harrington AbFAC 

Sue Forward AbFAC 

Darvin Hansen AbFAC 

Simon Owen True South 

Mark Allsopp True South 

David Hogg True South 

Mick Ingram TCDA 

Tom Chadwick TCDA 

Jane Gallichan TARFish 

Bruce Henderson Tasmania Police 

David Wiss Tasmania Police 

Max Kitchell RecFAC Chair 

Nepelle Crane NRM South 

Anna Minchin RecFAC 

David Hawley RecFAC 

Nannette Shaw  

Cathy Dichmont  

Ian Knuckey  

Jeremy Prince  

Keith Sainsbury  

Kelsey Richardson Rapporteur 

Joey McKibben  

Avril Brown  

Dean Lisson  

Brett Wilson  
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Appendix 2.  Workshop Agenda 
Tuesday, 12 April 2022 

8:30 – 9:00 am Registration and Reception 

9:00 – 9:20 am Welcome to Country  Nannette Shaw 
Opening Address Deidre Wilson, Deputy Secretary NRE Tas 
Overview of the Day Ian Dutton, Director Marine Resources  

9:20 – 10:10 am Breakout Session 1 (8 x concurrent small groups) 40 mins 
What aspects of current Abalone management are:  
(1) working well and  
(2) in need of improvement  
Report your top one “positive” and top “improvement needed” 10 mins 

10:10 – 10:40 am BREAK 

10:40 – 11:20 am Presentation:  Current State of the Tasmanian Abalone Fishery 30 mins 
Craig Mundy, Caleb Gardner, Jaime McAllister (IMAS) 
- Research and monitoring programs underway  
- Stock history  
- Social importance and Economics of fishery 
Questions and Answers 10 mins 

11:20 – 12:30 pm Panel Discussion: Abalone Use and Management 40 mins 
- TACL Experience and Aspirations Adrian Cuthbertson 
- TCDA Experience and Aspirations Tom Chadwick 
- TARFish Experiences and Aspirations Jane Gallichan 
- Cultural Fisheries Experiences and Aspirations Emma Lee 
- NRE Tas Experience and Aspirations Grant Pullen 
Questions and Answers 30 mins 

12:30 – 1:20 pm LUNCH 

1:20 – 2:20 pm Panel Discussion: Perspectives on our Understanding of Abalone Fisheries 
and what that means for a Sustainable Fishery 45 mins 

- Jeremy Prince 
- Ian Knuckey 
- Craig Mundy 
- Keith Sainsbury 
Questions and Answers 15 mins 
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Tuesday, 12 April 2022 Cont. 

2:20 – 3:10 pm Breakout Session 2 (8 x concurrent small groups) 20 mins 

- What are your top priorities for improved future management of Tasmanian 

abalone stocks? 

Report your #1 Priority 10 mins 

3:10 – 3:30 pm BREAK 

3:30 – 4:30 pm Panel Discussion: Towards a New Abalone Harvest Strategy 40 mins 

- Keith Sainsbury 

- Richard Little 

- Cathy Dichmont 

- Malcolm Haddon 

Questions and Answers 20 mins 

4:30 – 5:00 pm Panel Discussion: Recap of Day 1 Discussions  30 mins 

• What have I learned? 

• What is still missing? 

- Bryan Denny 

- Joey McKibben 

- Ian Cartwright 

- Lynn Mason 

5:00 – 5:05 pm Close and Plans for Day 2 Ian Dutton 

6:00 – 7:30 pm EVENING RECEPTION 

7:30 – 9:00 pm Presentation and Discussion of Draft Centrostephanus Management Strategies 

(Optional Attendance) Cameron Fletcher (CSIRO) 
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Wednesday, 13 April 2022 
8:00 – 8:30 am Networking over Tea/Coffee 

8:30 – 8:45 am How is climate change affecting Tasmania’s abalone habitat and stocks? 
 Richard Little and Craig Mundy 

8:45 – 9:50 am Panel Discussion: What is needed to rebuild and sustain healthy Abalone stocks in 
the context of a changing global climate?  55 mins 

- Caleb Gardner 
- Dean Lisson 
- Keith Sainsbury 
- Emma Lee 
- Matt Bradshaw 
- Max Kitchell 

Questions and Answers 10 mins 

9:50 – 10:20 am BREAK 

10:20 – 12:35 pm Breakout 3: World Café Style  4x30 min rotations 
What innovations are needed to improve abalone management in the next 2-5 
years?  

- Dive Operations 
- Processing 
- Research and monitoring 
- Governance 
- Public education and Community Engagement (special focus on 

recreational and CaLD fishers) 
- Industry Development 
- Marketing and Value Adding 
- Abalone Farming 
- Habitat Restoration/ Climate Adaptation 
- Emerging Issues 

Report back – top 1 innovation from each table  15 mins 

12:35 – 1:15 pm LUNCH 

1:15 – 2:00 pm Presentation: Marketing and Development 30 mins 
- Options for local abalone market development/value adding 
- Global market development  Louise Osborne/ Jordan Szmekura (DSG) 

Questions and Answers 15 mins 

2:00 – 3:00 pm Plenary Discussion 

3:00 – 3:15 pm Summary of next steps and Closure Ian Dutton 

3:15 – 3:45 pm Afternoon Tea/ Departure 
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Appendix 3. Meeting Agreements 
Our Meeting Agreements 
In Every Chair, A Leader 
Each person engaging in this conversation has a unique and valuable experience that is their 
truth. 
 
Speak with Care for Others 
We each hold the responsibility to choose our words and questions carefully with the intent to 
learn. 
 
Value Each Other’s Time 
We all share the responsibility to ensure that everyone has an opportunity to speak and engage. 
 
Listen Deeply 
This is a rare and valuable opportunity to connect with others through the sharing of life 
experience. 
 
Safe Space for Meaningful Conversation 
All notes taken are non-attribution to ensure privacy of all dialogue participants. 
 
Our Value of Humour 
Laughing is also an important way to relate with one another. 
 
Be Present and Engaged 
Mobile phone ringers off, be mindful of being fully present and listening. 
 
Take Care of Yourself, Take Care of Each Other 
Note restrooms, exits, other amenities. Ask that participants help one another when possible. 
 
Adapted with permission from the First Alaskans Institute Meeting Dialogue Agreements  
(FAI-AGREEMENTS-POSTER.pdf (firstalaskans.org)) 
  

https://firstalaskans.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/FAI-AGREEMENTS-POSTER.pdf
https://firstalaskans.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/FAI-AGREEMENTS-POSTER.pdf
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Appendix 4. Background on Harvest 
Strategies from Dr Malcolm Haddon 
Harvest Strategies 
 
In line with improvements in stock assessments, the advent of risk assessments, and the 
development of the precautionary approach there has been growing sophistication in the 
objectives of fishery management. The classical single valued maximum sustainable yield 
target is now known to be a risk prone strategy and is no longer recommended.  
 
It is becoming more common to adopt both Target Reference Points (TRPs), which define a 
desirable state for the fish stock and fishery, along with Limit Reference Points (LRPs), which 
define a state below which the stock should not go (see Smith, 1997, for an early description of 
such reference points). Strong management action should be undertaken if ever a Limit RP is 
approached by the stock. Thus, for example, if a Limit Reference Point is approached or 
breached then some remedial action should be defined that will act to move the stock back 
towards the Target Reference Point. The reference points should be associated with agreed-
upon decision rules, or harvest control rules, that govern management action and are 
directly linked to the agreed objectives for the fishery (the objectives will reflect whatever 
explicit policy is selected for a fishery).  
 
Both Target RPs and Limit RPs refer to fishery or stock performance measures that can relate 
to a range of things including (in formal harvest strategies based upon mathematical model 
outputs) spawning stock biomass, or harvest rates, or any other measure that can characterise 
the status of the stocks.  
 
Empirical harvest strategies, such as those used to date in Australia for abalone fisheries, use 
data such as commercial catch-rates, which are used in all jurisdictions (for example): 
 
South Australia: 

• CPUE based + Research survey 
• Multi-criteria type 
• Static Reference Period (1980 – 2010)? 
• Not Simulation tested yet 

 
Tasmania: 

• Three CPUE based performance measures 
• Dynamic Reference Period (1992 – ongoing) 
• Multi-criteria type 
• Simulation tested (passed) 

 
Western Australia: 

• CPUE based  (3 yr running average) 
• Direct relationship TACC ~ X * Average CPUE  
• Arbitrary Reference Year 
• Not Simulation tested  
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Other data, such as size-composition of the catch or the geographical extent of the fishery, or 
other suitable measure of the fisheries performance can also be used. 
If a fishery is managed using such a harvest strategy, then any stock assessment analysis or 
empirical assessment will obviously need to relate directly to the performance measures 
against which the fishery and stock performance are compared. With empirical harvest 
strategies, the “assessment” usually will consist of some direct translation of trends in 
observations from a fishery (catch-rates, size-composition, etc) into some more standardized 
measure or score so that different data sources can be combined into a single measure of 
fishery performance. In the case of the Tasmanian Harvest Strategy (Bradshaw, 2018), a multi-
criteria decision analysis is used as the basis for the decision rule and includes three simple 
linear translations of the observed performance statistic (different aspects of catch-rates) into 
standardized scores which are added together, although with different weights given to each 
measure (one-year gradient, four-year gradient, and target-CPUE). Other jurisdictions use 
different or constant weights for the different components of their decision rules. 
 
What are Harvest Strategies? 

• Three Main Components: 
• Information/Data to be used. 
• Explicit objectives, defined in terms of one or more measures of stock performance used 

to assess stock status. 
• Decision rules that generate management advice (TAC, etc) from estimated stock status 

 
Harvest strategies must be transparent, importantly, with repeatable results each time. Who 
provides the advice should not matter! 
 
Three Types of Harvest Strategy 
1. Informal Harvest Strategies – Not testable 

• Can have informal objectives and use intuitions gained from diving experience. 
• Not easily repeatable and depends on who is in the room. 

2. Empirical Harvest Strategies –testable 
• No formal stock assessment. 
• Decision rules operate directly on information from the fishery, hence ‘empirical’. 

3. Formal Harvest Strategies - testable 
• Objectives and Stock status defined in terms of the outputs of mathematical stock 

assessment models. 
• Such models are not suited to producing management advice for abalone fisheries to due 

abalone’s complex spatial structure.  
 
Four Key Points 
• Transparency: The HS methods and requirements, and the objectives being aimed for, 

should be fully documented and publically available.  
• Repeatable: given the same information and an understanding of the HS, anyone should be 

able to generate identical advice. 
• Defensible: ideally an HS should be simulation tested for effectiveness, but in any case it 

can be reviewed and its performance monitored.  
• Not Static: It must be open to improvement while retaining the properties of being 

documented, being repeatable, and being defensible. 
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Bradshaw, M. (ed) (2018) Tasmanian Abalone Fishery Sustainable Harvest Strategy Wild 
Fisheries Management Branch, Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and 
Environment. https://nre.tas.gov.au/Documents/Abalone%20Harvest%20Strategy.pdf 
 
Smith, A.D.M. (1997) ‘Quantification of objectives, strategies and performance criteria for 
fishery management plans—an Australian perspective’ Pages 291–295 in D.A. Hancock, D.C. 
Smith, A. Grant, and J.P. Beumer (eds) Developing and Sustaining World Fisheries Resources. 
The State of Science and Management. Proceedings of the 2nd World Fisheries Congress. 
CSIRO Publishing, Collingwood. 



 

 

Department of Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania 
Wild Fisheries Management Branch 

Phone: 
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Email: 
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